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Dear Trevor Balzer PrEng, Gisela Kaiser PrEng, and 
Peter Flower PrEng

Having engaged with you, Neil Macleod PrEng, Mike Muller PrEng, 
Mike Shand PrEng, Mike Killick PrEng, Kevin Wall PrEng and 
Musa Furumele PrEng over the past several weeks, I am proud to 
be a civil engineer. I am also aware you are averse to the spotlight, 
but I am writing you in this way because I know how a word in 
season sustains the weary. 

In our meeting with Premier Helen Zille to offer advice and 
wisdom on how to manage the effects of the drought in the 
City of Cape Town (CCT), I noticed the words “I don’t know,” 
“I am not sure” and similar words of uncertainty that were men-
tioned 32 times. These did not come from the mouths of the eight 
civil engineers present. 

I also noted how you (Gisela and Peter), with the support of 
the team, addressed the Premier with confidence based on sound 
and credible knowledge about plans the CCT (you) already had 
in place. This included ground water abstraction; desalination 
plans for the immediate and long terms; re-utilisation strategies; 
agricultural, commercial and general demand reduction; springs 
and water transfers. You kept your calm and humility, even 
though you had reason to lose them both. I witnessed the glory of 
the municipal engineer that afternoon. We had a similar experi-
ence with Trevor Balzer PrEng when we met with Department 
of Water and Sanitation (DWS) Minister Nomvula Mokonyane 
a day later. 

We take for granted the 18-hour days you give to manage this 
crisis, often on weekends, too, working in a politically charged 
environment led by ill-informed and zealous politicians. We are 
also aware of the other challenges, like contending with National 
Treasury’s supply chain regulations, minimal staff (who also 
deserve our gratitude), business punting products, media – I 
am quite certain you must have hit some kind of record for the 
number of emails and text messages you receive. It must take 
special focus to drown out distractions, to focus and implement 
the plans you have installed – this you have done and continue to 
do with distinction. 

But it all came together when Neil, Peter, Trevor and I, 
together with the CCT’s Acting Mayor Ian Neilson, who is 
also a civil engineer, met at Parliament to address the DWS 
Portfolio Committee, the Minister of Corporate Governance 
and Traditional Authorities Des Van Rooyen, and Minister 
Mokonyane. Neil did the entire profession proud when he 

delivered our message. He was bold enough to ruffle feathers, 
but gentle enough to keep a friend. If you recall, he talked about 
the loss of institutional memory in organisations responsible for 
water supply, inexperienced management, a lack of experienced 
engineering professionals in key positions in all spheres of 
government, ineffective planning and leadership from DWS, 
poor support initiatives directed at local government, limited 
use of private sector resources and expertise, restrictive supply 
chain regulations, political interference as opposed to political 
oversight, and how all of these contributed to an unfolding crisis 
in the sector, let alone the drought.

The Ministers could do nothing but take the chiding and nod 
their heads in agreement – SAICE will keep the pressure on them 
to institute change. Most importantly Neil said, “Because of these 
engineers, and the plans they have put in place, Cape Town will 
miss Day Zero this year. But we need to think about the future.” 
To me the future is clear – no civil engineers in the public service 
in the appropriate places of leadership and management, no water 
in our taps. 

Since 2011, whenever I am asked for my vision for civil engi-
neering practitioners in South Africa, my conviction is that civil 
engineering professionals serve society. We are co-labourers with 
nature and we stand in the gap between good decisions and bad 
ones. Where there is any work that requires ethical behaviour, 
accuracy, diligence, trust, professionalism, reliability and integ-
rity – where the task summons for the services of men and women 
of honour, the petition should be, “… find me a civil engineer.” 
If I were asked in 2018 to articulate that 
vision for civil engineering practi-
tioners again, I would ask them 
to come spend a day with you 
when the heat is on. 

The Department of 
Water and Sanitation, the 
City of Cape Town and 
South Africa are fortunate 
to have your knowledge and 
expertise. God bless you and 
your families. 

Yours sincerely
Manglin Pillay PrEng
on behalf of 12 000 
SAICE members

No civil engineer, no water
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A SEED IS PLANTED
Errol was born and raised in 
Johannesburg. When he was 12 years 
old, his parents took him to the viewing 
platform at the Carlton Centre construc-
tion site in Johannesburg, and so began 
his lifelong love of civil engineering. “I saw 
someone standing at the bottom of the 
excavation and said to my parents that I 
wanted to be one of those men.”

After matriculating in Johannesburg 
he went on to pursue a BSc Eng degree 
at the University of the Witwatersrand. 
This is also where he met his wife Sandy, 
a teacher by profession. After 11 years 
in Johannesburg, the family moved to 
Secunda where Errol spent 29 years of 
his extensive 40-year professional career 
in industry. 

PROFESSIONAL CAREER – 
EVERYTHING BUT STRUCTURES
Errol initially entertained dreams of 
being a structural engineer, but it would 
seem that life had other plans for him. 
He walked into BKS (now AECOM) for 
his first job, but was informed that there 
was no opening for him in the Structural 
Department. They had an opening in 
the Roads Department, though, so that 
became his first job. For his very first 
project as a working engineer, Errol 
designed South Africa’s first New Jersey 
barrier. “I had to look at all the existing 
services and stormwater systems, and 
make provision for high mast lighting. 
That first project of mine stood there for 
many years before they demolished it to 
build a toll road.” 

He moved on to Anglo American 
where he was employed in the civil 
engineering department. Here he worked 

mostly on mine infrastructure such as 
water supply, sewage treatment and roads. 
“Since then, I’ve done everything but 
structures.” He spent the last 20 years of 
his career as a director of Nako LBE.

When asked if he has any regrets in 
this regard, he says that he would prob-
ably not have been happy working in 
structures, as structures are too coded 
for him, and ill-suited to his personality 
and preference. He likes the freedom he 
has enjoyed in his career of being able 
to devise original solutions to problems, 
and doing things his own way.

“The big thing about civil engineering 
is that it’s varied. Every job gets boring 

at times, but civil engineering is not 
continuously repetitive.” He says he 
cannot imagine himself having pursued 
a career in any other profession. “Civil 
engineering is an exciting career. There’s 
space for everyone, for those who want 
to sit in the office crunching numbers 
and those who like being away from the 
office on site.” When asked what kind of 
engineer he is, he replies: “I still crunch 
numbers. There are many engineers 
who, when they get to senior positions, 
become managers. I became a manager, 
too, but I still did calculations myself. I’m 
a hands-on engineer. That’s just the kind 
of person I am.”

Errol Kerst – doing things his own way
There’s a certain quiet confidence with which Errol Kerst, SAICE’s 115th President, carries himself. When 
chatting to him, it soon becomes clear that Errol is no sugar-coater of his opinions and cares little for 
palatable appeal. It also comes as a bit of a surprise that he “doesn’t care much for music”, and that he was 
bold enough to ask his future wife (Sandy) to meet his immediate and extended family on their first date. 
“I asked her to accompany me to my grandparent’s 50th wedding anniversary. That was our first date. The 
second was as my date to my brother’s wedding. I guess you could say I threw her in at the deep end.”

errol with his wife sandy at his inauguration as sAIce’s 
President for 2018; the function was held on 16 November 
last year at La toscana in montecasino, Johannesburg
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CAREEER HIGHLIGHTS
With a career spanning 40 years in 
the industry, Errol looks back on many 
highlights, of which a few in particular 
stand out. The various diamond mine 
infrastructure-related projects he worked 
on early in his career had a significant in-
fluence on him. “On one of the Botswana 
projects I had the privilege of working 
with Professor Midgley, something that 
ultimately led to me doing an MSc in 
Hydrology.”

The various mine developments in the 
Secunda area, where he spent the last 29 
years working, also had a major influence 

on his career. Responding to the energy 
crisis in 2008, when Eskom called him 
and his team to build a specific road, also 
stands out as a highlight. “We designed 
and built a 34 km road in a year, which 
is no mean feat.” The road was under live 
traffic the whole time they worked on it. 
“We worked as a team and got a major 
job done. Ten years later there is still 
absolutely nothing wrong with it.” 

As further highlights he lists being 
elected a Fellow of SAICE and as one of 
SAICE’s Vice-Presidents.

A PRESIDENT IN THE MAKING
Errol joined the institution as a student 
in 1973, and has been increasingly active 
since 1991 when he, the innate doer, 
established the SAICE Highveld Branch 
from scratch with no prior knowledge of 
such an exercise. “Dawie Botha (SAICE’s 
Executive Director at the time) had 
just started at SAICE. I called him and 
asked him whether he knew how to 
start a branch. He also didn’t know, so 
we sort of figured it out together.” Errol 
is reluctant to accept any praise for it, 
though. “There were a couple of guys who 
worked in the region and somewhere 
along the line we all decided it would 
be a good idea to start a branch, and so 
it happened.”

When asked whether being elected 
as President feels special in the sense of 
it being a nod from his peers, he is again 
reluctant to feel any kind of importance. 
“I said in a speech I gave a while ago that 
you never know for sure where you are 
going to be in five years.” (He had ad-
dressed students at the SAICE UJ Student 
Chapter Dinner where he was a special 
guest.) While he did not actively pursue 
the role of President, he has become more 
acutely aware of the extent of the task 
since having been elected Vice-President 
a couple of years ago, and he feels ready to 
take the reins now. 

On what it feels like to be afforded 
the opportunity to occupy the most 
prestigious office in SAICE, and whether 
he feels confident and adequately prepared 
for his latest leadership role at this par-
ticular chapter of his life, Errol responds 
by saying that he believes in leading by 
example and getting one’s hands dirty. 
“Even if you are the boss, when it’s your 
turn to make the coffee, you make the 
coffee. That’s how it was in the army. You 
didn’t wait around or ask someone to do 

errol at 13 months errol at his graduation in 1975

errol the doting grandfather with kayleigh, left, and cameron

When asked whether being 
elected as President feels special 

in the sense of it being a nod 
from his peers, he is again 

reluctant to feel any kind of 
importance. “I said in a speech 

I gave a while ago that you 
never know for sure where you 

are going to be in five years.”
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things. You just got in there and did it,” 
he says, referring to the time he served 
in the President’s Guard for nine months 
(military training was compulsory back 
then). He admits that he might be “too 
hands-on”, but it is clear he would not 
have it any other way. “Maybe I tend to get 
too involved in the detail, but that is just 
who I am.”

STEPPING UP TO THE CHALLENGE
So what does he hope to bring to the office 
of the President that is uniquely him? 
“My speech lays it out, and I hope to start 
implementing that soon.” [See page 10 for 
Errol’s presidential address.] He is careful 
again not to take all the credit for his 
vision. “These are thoughts and ideas from 
a number of past SAICE Presidents about 
where the Institution should be going. 
I’m trying to pull everything together and 
give it structure to move forward.”

He admits that he finds SAICE a bit 
confining at times in the way it operates. 

“I’m used to being able to walk into 
 another guy’s office, discuss an idea, 
agree or disagree, and decide whether or 
not to implement it.” The slow-moving 
pace of big corporates does not suit his 
nature and has in fact inspired some of 
the job changes in his career. “In areas 
like mining and industrial complexes 
where I’ve worked, things moved quickly. 
My challenge this year is to get things 
moving faster.” He embraces the open-
door approach to leadership. “My office 
door has always been open, besides the 
two or three times I had to fire someone.” 
On how one handles staff dismissal, he 
says: “Someone has to do it. I feel that 
if someone has been performing really 
badly, then you’ve got to get rid of him 
or her, as long as you follow due and 
fair procedure.” 

INFLUENCES
Errol lists Dr Fritz Wagener, co-founder 
of Jones & Wagener Engineering & 
Environmental Consultants, as someone he 
looks up to and admires, and who he con-
sidered a mentor throughout his career. “I’ve 
known him since I was in my first year. I had 
a job out in Rustenburg at the mines, and his 
then young firm had done some work there. 
I met him on site. He’s very thorough and 
an absolute gentleman.” Errol also managed 
their office in Secunda for 11 years. 

A FAMILY MAN AND DIY ENTHUSIAST
Errol and Sandy have three lovely daugh-
ters – Bridgette, Lauren and Nadine – and 
two grandchildren (who have turned them 
into doting grandparents). 

Apart from being an avid swimmer 
(who will be swimming his 17th Midmar 

errol and sandy in 2015 with, from left, daughters Nadine (and 
Gary), Lauren (and rumick) and Bridgette, and grandson cameron

“I’m used to being able to walk into another guy’s office, discuss an 
idea, agree or disagree, and decide whether or not to implement it.”
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Mile this year), Errol collects stamps, 
enjoys gardening and is quite the DIY 
enthusiast who enjoys trying his hand 
at plumbing, reinforcing concrete, and 
building new cupboards and fancy book 
shelves. He recounts his interest in fixing 
cars, and in taking car engines apart 
and putting them back together with his 
friend when he was younger. However, it 
is a hobby he has since had to let go, as 
“modern cars are too complicated with all 
their fancy electronics.” 

He has also been thoroughly enjoying 
experimenting with making ice cream 
with his wife, who recently bought an 
ice cream making machine. He admits 
that ice cream is his biggest weakness. 
“I love a good ice cream, peanut butter 
to be specific. I love it more than DIY!” 
If he has to listen to music, he prefers 
Neil Diamond, music by the Beatles, 
Johnny Clegg, Mango Groove and clas-
sical records, but only when he is in the 
mood for it.

PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY, 
VIEW ON INDUSTRY
Regarding the state of the industry, Errol 
says: “Our biggest problem in industry 
has been and continues to be politics. 
Unfortunately we’ve ended up with a 
system that, despite some very noble 
intentions, has been failing dismally at 
local level.” 

When asked about his personal 
philosophy, Errol replies: “That’s simple – 
lead by example, do not be lazy and, 
most importantly, stop complaining and 
whining, because the only way to face 
problems is to challenge them head on. 
Get up and fix it. That’s the only way to 
fix problems.” 

Errol Kerst obviously is not, and has 
never been, a man afraid of the deep end. 
We wish him well for his 2018 swim!

lorraine Mpofana

lorraine@saice�org�za

errol’s inauguration was not only a sAIce celebration, 
but also one for the family and long‑time friends

He has also been thoroughly 
enjoying experimenting with 

making ice cream with his 
wife, who recently bought an 

ice cream making machine. 
He admits that ice cream 

is his biggest weakness. 
“I love a good ice cream, 

peanut butter to be specific. 
I love it more than DIY!” 
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Pr e sI d eN t IA L  A d d r e ss

INTRODUCTION
I grew up in Johannesburg and, after 
deciding on civil engineering as a career 
at the age of twelve, I went on to study 
civil engineering at the University of the 
Witwatersrand, obtaining the degree in 
1975. I later returned on a part-time basis 
and obtained an MSc under Profs Des 
Midgley and David Stephenson in 1988.

The Class of ’75 were truly privileged to 
study under the greats, four of whom were 
SAICE Presidents (years in brackets) – 
Profs Jere Jennings (1958), Alan Ockleston 
(1960), Des Midgley (1968), Geoff Blight 
and Ivan Schwartz (1981). It is thus a 
huge honour to address you as the 115th 
President of this esteemed organisation, 
SAICE. It is indeed a daunting task to 
follow in the tracks of such great people 
and the many others before and after them.

My journey with SAICE began in 1973 
when Prof Jennings told us about the 
Institution and coerced us into applying 
for student membership in our third year.

At a previous presidential inauguration, 
way back in 1930, when the forerunner to 
the current SAICE was only 27 years old, 
Mr TWW Perry made the following com-
ments in his presidential address:

 N “A successful engineer may be recog-
nised as a physically fit man, [but] has 
it ever occurred to you that any further 
outward sign of his profession is not 
apparent?

 N “The fact remains that little distin-
guishes an engineer from the general 
run of mankind.

 N “In a continent with such great 
distances separating the members, the 
viability of the Society [as it was called 

then] can only be assured by each 
member contributing whatever part, 
small or great, he can to its objects and 
thus share in its efforts to be of useful-
ness to the profession, and through it 
to the country in general.

 N “Let us have all the constructive 
criticism you can, and do not blame 
the ‘old gang’ in Cape Town if your 
silence should lead to the inference 
that nothing can be improved upon – 
 stagnation might result in such a case.”

He ended with a final quote from Dr 
Daniel Adamson who was the President of 
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers 
in 1929:

“The engineer is often blamed for 
not taking greater interest in public 
affairs to his own advantage and 
the public benefit; but one of our 

The 360-degree jigsaw puzzle

errol kerst, sAIce President 2018, errolkerst@gmail.com
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difficulties no doubt is that the 
technical developments that interest 
us are so much in advance of public 
knowledge that the public cannot 
understand us or our words, and 
we are too interested to stop and 
explain ourselves.”

Finally, in seconding a vote of thanks, 
another great man of days gone by, Prof 
AE Snape, said that he “would like to em-
phasise Mr Perry’s request that ordinary 
members of the Society should take an 
active part in its work, as only in that way 
could the Society be made the big success 
we all desire to see it become.”

In those days, the membership 
addresses ranged from Cape Town to 
Kimberley, London (UK), Krugersdorp, 
Johannesburg, Port Elizabeth, Salisbury, 
Durban, East London, Kenya, etc.

AF Bruyns Haylett, in his presidential 
address of 1950, stated that, “In order 
to make ourselves heard, we must be a 
live Institution and in this connection 
all members can assist. I look to them to 
improve their attendance at meetings and 
to take part in discussions.”

In his presidential address in 1980, 
IH Braatvedt commented on the problems 
of the day facing civil engineers – ranging 
from the oil crisis, the downturn in civil 
work, the loss of skills, and the world 
conflict in the 1970s – but mentioned 
the better outlook for the 1980s, with a 
looming shortage of technocrats which 
could result in graduates having three 
jobs to choose from. He also indicated 
that SAICE should (a) give guidance and 
assistance in the training of graduates, 
(b) be capable of communicating with 

decision-makers and others at all levels, 
and (c) stimulate interest for continuing 
self-education of graduate members.

So, what has changed? I would sug-
gest not much. These quotes from 1930, 
1950 and 1980 all have a similar feel 
to the challenges we as SAICE face in 
current times.

Here are some ideas that I believe our 
great Institution must explore and imple-
ment to ensure our inputs and relevance 
to our wonderful country South Africa, 
and our continent Africa. It should be 
stated clearly that I cannot take credit for 
all the ideas outlined in this speech. A 
number of past presidents and other se-
nior members of SAICE have had various 
thoughts on a range of matters over the 
years. This proposition is really a collec-
tion of the various ideas and an attempt 
to put them together in a coherent way 

to take SAICE forward in the challenging 
times that face our beloved profession. 
Before I get into the specifics, it is neces-
sary to consider some demographics, as 
well as the SAICE Strategic Plan.

DEMOGRAPHICS
Let us look at where our members are 
located. The demographic criteria used in 
this instance relate purely to experience 
(age) and corporate or non-corporate 
membership. Graphs 1 and 2, and Figure 1 
indicate a number of matters of concern.

In Graph 1 it is noted that a dispropor-
tionately large number of civil engineering 
practitioners live in the Gauteng and 
Western Cape provinces (in relation to the 
general population).

Graph 2 shows that there is a large 
proportion of unregistered members 
in the over-30 age group. It is believed 

graph 1 General and sAIce population by province
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that by age 30 most practitioners should 
have registered. There is also anecdotal 
evidence that there are large numbers of 
non-SAICE member practitioners and 
unregistered practitioners in the smaller 
towns throughout the country.

Some in-depth analysis of membership 
over the past two years has indicated a 
number of concerns which have triggered 
a need to do more for members and 
our country.

Figure 1 indicates the current 20 
branches of SAICE, with approximate 
member numbers per branch. Detailed 
analysis of membership densities shows 
that there are obvious member concentra-
tions around the major centres, with 
lesser member concentrations around 
smaller towns and in rural areas. Is this 
any different from the observations of 
TWW Perry in 1930?

Presidential visits and SAICE Council 
meetings regularly hear from the 
branches and divisions about the distance 
to travel and the concomitant difficulty 
to attend branch events. Considering the 
transport and vehicles we have in 2017 
versus the roads and vehicles of the 1920s, 
the problem shouldn’t exist. I would sug-
gest that people are the problem rather 
than distances, roads or vehicles.

SAICE STRATEGIC PLAN OF 
2010 (UPDATED IN 2014)
The SAICE strategic Plan of 2010 stands 
on several pillars:

 N Members’ Interests
 N Environmental Sustainability and 

Social Responsibility
 N SAICE Sustainability and Relevance.

Let us focus on the sustainability 
aspects, as I believe that this is where 
SAICE is currently most vulnerable. The 
various underlying thoughts regarding the 
sustainability aspects are:

 N Maintaining value for membership
 N Maintaining SAICE health
 N Promoting ethics
 N Advising society
 N Being an influential mouthpiece
 N Maintaining international recognition 

and standing
 N Assisting public bodies to unblock and 

provide short-term resources
 N Providing services towards profes-

sional registration, CPD and making 
members more marketable

 N Participating meaningfully in interna-
tional civil engineering organisations

 N Doing collectively what cannot be 
done individually.

The thrust of my message is to propose 
a radical new approach to how SAICE 
works, to enable addressing the Strategic 
Plan of 2010.

Some in-depth analysis of membership 
over the past two years has indicated 

a number of concerns which have 
triggered a need to do more for 

members and our country.
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FIRST PART OF PROPOSAL
The first part of the proposal is to divide 
the country into geographical regions, 
each of which comprises a few of the cur-
rent branches. A preliminary suggestion 
for consideration is shown in Figure 2.

Each region would have some form of 
an office run by full-time and/or part-time 
staff. At this stage I foresee an administra-
tion/secretarial person plus a ‘retired’ 
engineer or engineers who have a wide 
general civil engineering appreciation and 
who are keen to have something to do on 
a ‘part-time’ basis. The various branches 
in the region would have a representative 
on the regional executive (possibly the 
various branch chairs). One of them could 
be elected by regional members as a Vice-
President of SAICE and would represent 
the region on Council.

The reasons for this proposal are:
1. Each such regional office would act 

as a contact centre for the members 
in that region. Such an office could 
have a small bookshop, information 
regarding courses, career information 
for learners or educators, and could 

also act as an advice centre for mem-
bers, students and the public. Such an 
office could also speak out on local 
issues, and organise regional awards 
and local bridge building and water 
competitions.

2. In view of the current and possibly 
future issues around registration and 
the classification of civil engineering 
sub-disciplines, these offices would 
also act as a focal point around such 
matters for the region.

3. For several years there have been 
muted requests for civil engineering 
practitioners to be classified as 
something more specific than just civil 
engineers, technologists or techni-
cians. This is dealt with more fully in 
the second part of the proposals.

Stanford Mkhacane, SAICE President 
2014, raised issues around “taking civil 
engineering to remote and marginalised 
areas of South Africa and beyond”. A 
question also posed by Stanford was: 
“How do we increase the presence and 
visibility of the profession in these areas 
and the country as a whole?”

From the brief exposition of the re-
gional office concept it is believed that, in 
getting SAICE out there, the organisation 
will be better able to service many aspects 
of the Strategic Plan. 

Such regional offices would go a long 
way towards improving and maintaining 
the value of membership by taking civil 
engineering to the remote areas and 
maintaining SAICE’s health, promoting 
ethics, acting as an advisor to society, and 
many of the other requirements.

SAICE National Office would enable 
the participation in international organ-
isations, provide services for registration 
or certification, CPD, etc, and support the 
regional offices and branches.

As an adjunct to getting the Institution 
to the members, a further sub-division of 
the regional and branch structure is also 
proposed, namely that where there is a 
concentration of at least ten or so mem-
bers (non and corporate) in a geographical 
location they should be encouraged to get 
together on an informal basis as a sub-
branch or informal branch of the nearest 
active branch. A preliminary scan of the 
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membership data indicates that such 
sub-branches could number at least 125, 
scattered around the country. 

Depending on the makeup of member-
ship in such a sub-branch, some form of 
‘mentoring’ by a senior member from an 
adjacent town might be required. Such a 
group would hopefully gather regularly, 
but informally, to discuss common issues, 
network, mentor younger members, so-
cialise, and assist to get events such as the 
bridge building and water competitions, 
and career guidance initiatives further 
out into the country. The regional offices 
would provide organisational support to 
such groups.

SECOND PART OF PROPOSAL
The second aspect of the discussion 
that needs unpacking is the concept of 
registration and licensing. In view of the 
current system’s bottlenecks and chal-
lenges, an alternative system of registra-
tion or certification is proposed which 
would bring together various thoughts 
and suggestions that have been proffered 
over the past years by numerous persons 
who have seen and warned about the 
worsening situation.

Firstly, and this is where regional of-
fices would play a major role, is to provide 
a comprehensive guidance and assistance 
programme (mentoring) to young 
members and their employers (a type of 
mentor contact centre). This is being done 
to some extent by a number of employer 
organisations, but there are gaps that 
need action.

On completion of the training period 
SAICE would issue a certificate indicating 
that the person has successfully com-
pleted a training period and meets certain 
prescribed requirements for registration 
by a statutory body.

As a further service it is envisaged 
that SAICE would offer an advanced 
certification system of membership (in 
response to the requests noted previ-
ously), which would typically be available 
to corporate membership.

This would enable members to be 
certified in sub-fields of the broad 
civil engineering profession that we all 
operate in. One cannot get too specific, 
as there are even sub-fields within sub-
fields – for example geometric/pavement/
transportation, etc, in roads engineering, 
or steel/concrete/industrial/commercial, 
etc, in the structural field. It is thus 

proposed (initially at least) that such cer-
tification be kept to the main fields, such 
as transportation, water, geotechnical, 
structures, environmental, construction, 
academic and general. Many of our 
members, particularly in smaller firms 
and country offices of larger ones, work 
on several projects in several of the sub-
disciplines, and this must also be borne 
in mind.

It is further proposed that such certifi-
cation only be considered after the initial 
statutory registration as a professional. 
No particular timeframe is envisaged, as 
persons often take many years to initially 
register. One possible solution would be to 
allow application after at least eight years 
of appropriate experience and professional 
registration.

This again is where the regional 
office concept would play a vital role. 
Each such office would have a panel of 
experienced senior members who would 
interview the applicant and make a 
recommendation.

IN CLOSING
This presentation is only a summary of 
the path that SAICE needs to embark 
upon in a phased and structured manner. 
Due to the urgency of some of the 
matters, certain aspects have already 
been discussed and debated in various 
SAICE forums, and will continue to be 
discussed and formulated with both 
the SAICE membership and other like-
minded organisations in the weeks and 
months ahead.

To paraphrase the late American 
President John F Kennedy: The new fron-
tier of which I speak is not a set of prom-
ises, it is a set of challenges. It sums up not 
what I intend to offer the SAICE member-
ship during my year in office, but what I 
intend to ask of the members.

This in summary requires that, 
(a) the organisational structure of SAICE 
be changed to effect getting closer to 
the membership, and (b) an expanded 
system of guiding or mentoring members 
from learner/student and graduate 
levels to registration/certification and 
advanced certification of some sort be 
implemented.

This short address is an attempt 
to put together the basic pieces of the 
360-degree jigsaw puzzle that SAICE 
must become, and to share my vision for 
the years ahead. 

This presentation is only a 
summary of the path that SAICE 

needs to embark upon in a phased 
and structured manner. Due to the 

urgency of some of the matters, 
certain aspects have already been 
discussed and debated in various 

SAICE forums, and will continue to 
be discussed and formulated with 

both the SAICE membership and 
other likeminded organisations in 

the weeks and months ahead.

To paraphrase the late American 
President John F Kennedy: The 

new frontier of which I speak 
is not a set of promises, it is a 

set of challenges. It sums up 
not what I intend to offer the 

SAICE membership during 
my year in office, but what I 

intend to ask of the members.
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Per sPec t I V e  o N  Pr o cU r e m eN t

INTRODUCTION
Infrastructure procurement by national, provincial and local 
government in South Africa has been through several changes 
over the past 20 years. These changes have been part of a broader 
public service reform process, which in turn has been influenced 
by waves of new international theoretical paradigms of public 
management.

INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
Prior to 1994, the South African public service was dominated by 
the international public administration management paradigm. 
This management paradigm/theory was characterised by a divi-
sion between political leadership and the administration, in terms 
of which policies were developed by the political leadership and 
implemented by a professional, apolitical, bureaucratic public 
service. Under this paradigm, there was a dominance of rules 
in the public service, with highly centralised decision-making. 
Implementation was done by following the rules, management 
discretion was discouraged, and managers were generally not 
empowered to make decisions. However, the public administra-
tion paradigm was not consistently implemented in South Africa. 
Under apartheid the public service was politicised and rules were 
circumvented when necessary to achieve political objectives.

In South Africa, centralised decision-making and rule-based 
administration were implemented through the Treasury “Black 

Book” and old Treasury Regulations, the very detailed old Public 
Service Regulations and the Tender Boards. My experience of 
working in government between 1995 and 2000 was that it was 
very difficult to get tenders processed through the Tender Boards, 
which were very slow and inconsistent with their decision-
making. The outcome of tenders submitted to the Tender Boards 
was something of a lottery.

NEW PUBLIC MANAGEMENT PARADIGM
By the 1970s, the public administration paradigm was being 
questioned on many grounds, and the public services of many 
countries were experiencing changes influenced by a new public 
management paradigm. This new paradigm consisted of a variety 
of schools of thought, but common to all of them was a view that 
public administration bureaucracies were unresponsive, inef-
ficient, slow and inappropriate to service rapidly changing econo-
mies and societies. On the right wing, new public management 
proponents advocated reducing the size of the public service and 
privatising many functions, based on the view that the private 
sector is inherently more efficient. More moderate proponents 
of new public management argued for the introduction into 
the public service of more efficient management practices that 
had been developed in the private sector, to make government 
“more business-like”. This included decentralisation of decision-
making  – giving managers responsibility and authority for 
decision-making, but holding them accountable. It also included 
an emphasis on efficiency and cost management, controlling in-
puts and outputs, individual performance management and audit.

Perhaps in part due to South Africa’s isolation from the 
rest of the world during the 1970s and 1980s, by 1994 its 
government was still dominated by the public administration 
paradigm. However, it did not take long for the new ANC public 
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service mandarins to realise that South Africa was behind 
the international trends, and new public management was 
introduced with a big bang from about 1998 onwards, with 
a suite of new legislation, including the new Public Service 
Act, Public Finance Management Act, and Municipal Finance 
Management Act. Collectively this suite of legislation served to 
empower accounting officers of departments and municipalities 
to make decisions within a broad and less detailed regulatory 
framework, and to make them accountable for their decisions. 
Following these legislative changes, the tender boards were 
dissolved, and procurement decisions were decentralised to 
accounting officers. These changes took place more quickly 
in South Africa than in other countries, where they had been 
introduced more gradually over the 1970s and 1980s.

NEW PUBLIC GOVERNANCE
By about 2000, a third international paradigm was influencing 
public management – new public governance, which was a reac-
tion to the internal focus of new public management. The new 
public governance paradigm emphasised the pluralist nature of 
modern societies, with multiple inter-dependent actors contrib-
uting to the delivery of public services. It advocated a greater 
focus on inter-organisational relationships and the governance 
of processes between different stakeholders in society. Trust, 
relational capital and relational contracts were put forward as 
the core governance mechanisms. It also stressed service ef-
fectiveness and outcomes (as opposed to the efficiency focus of 
new public management).

New public governance theories have influenced various 
public service reform initiatives in South Africa, including 
the developmental state (with government playing a leading 
role working together with business and labour to promote 
economic development) and outcomes-based performance 
management. New public governance also had an influence on 
government procurement, with the establishment of the Chief 
Procurement Office in National Treasury and its adoption of 
strategic sourcing practices, which include moving away from 
traditional adversarial relationships to more collaborative 
relationships between buyers and suppliers, and focusing on 
maximising value for money in addition to efficiency.

In 2015 National Treasury issued the Standard for 
Infrastructure Procurement and Delivery Management 
(SIPDM), which made provision for accounting officers to 
choose from a wide range of different approaches to infrastruc-
ture procurement, including more collaborative approaches 
such as using target-cost contracts, design and construct 
strategies, and competitive negotiations. The SIPDM also 
includes a “new public management” focus on making govern-
ment infrastructure more efficient and effective. It recognises 
that infrastructure procurement needs to be treated differently 
to the procurement of goods and services, because of the com-
plexities and risks of construction processes, and it requires 
accounting officers to put in place an appropriate supply chain 
management policy for infrastructure procurement. It also re-
quires them to formulate infrastructure procurement strategies 
to decide on the most appropriate choices of packaging of work, 
procurement procedure, pricing strategy, contracting strategy 
and form of contract for their infrastructure spend profile, their 
risk appetite, and the nature of the supply market in their area.
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PRACTICAL, PRAGMATIC APPROACH NEEDED
As with all theories, each of the three public management 
paradigms have often been promoted by ideologues who put 
them forward as mutually exclusive and opposing approaches to 
public management. However, each of the paradigms have made 
a positive contribution to the development of public management 
practices, and the ideologues tend to throw out the baby with 
the bathwater when they focus exclusively on one approach. This 
occurred to some extent with the introduction of new public 
management approaches in South Africa, which led to the neglect 
of some important bureaucratic processes which had been put 
in place under the public administration paradigm, such as pro-
cesses for filing and centralised record keeping.

In my view, government needs to move away from ideologi-
cally driven approaches to public management, and rather take 
a more practical and pragmatic approach of drawing on the best 
parts of all three approaches. We need to go back to basics and 
get basic administration right, without being so rule-driven and 
bureaucratic that we cannot be efficient. Management needs to be 
internally focused until internal processes are working efficiently. 
If operational issues are in a mess, they become strategic issues 
until they are fixed. However, at the same time we need to recog-
nise that governance is not only about the internal functioning 
of government departments and municipalities; it is also about 
building collaborative relationships with other stakeholders in 
society, including the private sector construction companies and 
service providers with whom government needs to partner to 
build our infrastructure.

Perhaps because new public management approaches were 
introduced so quickly in South Africa, their impact has been 
mixed. While accounting officers are now legally empowered 
to make decisions, in many cases they have not embraced the 
full range of options available to them for decision-making. For 
example, accounting officers have the discretion to decide how 
to package their infrastructure projects (e.g. one tender per 
school classroom block, or one tender for a package of four or 
five classroom blocks), but often continue to package them in the 
way it was done in the past, even if this means that the cost of the 
procurement process is more expensive than the cost of what is 
being procured.

Furthermore, while accounting officers now have the authority 
to make infrastructure procurement more efficient and effective, 

they often do not do so. Many of the inefficiencies of the old 
tender boards remain, with tender processes often taking as long 
as nine months, or even longer, from the time of submission of 
the specification to the bid specification committee, to the time 
of award of tender. The delays are due to a range of reasons, 
most of which are within the powers of accounting officers to 
resolve. For example, one of the frequent causes of delays is the 
non-availability of bid-committee members for scheduled bid 
committee meetings. This can be resolved if the accounting of-
ficer imposes discipline and ensures that bid committee meetings 
are prioritised. In addition, it is within the powers of accounting 
officers to put in place and enforce standard operating procedures 
for the payment of legitimate invoices from suppliers within 30 
days, but many accounting officers have not done this.

There are examples of departments and municipalities which 
do manage to regularly complete tender processes within three 
months, and there are also examples of departments and munici-
palities which do consistently pay all their suppliers within 30 
days. This indicates that the regulatory frameworks are not the 
cause of the problem (if it was, no departments or municipalities 
would be able to be efficient). The cause of the problem is that 
many accounting officers are not managing as the authors of 
the PFMA (Public Finance Management Act) and the MFMA 
(Municipal Finance Management Act) envisaged that they 
would manage.

Other causes of failures or delays in infrastructure procure-
ment processes include poorly developed specifications being 
repeatedly rejected by bid specification committees, and bid 
evaluation committees finding problems with bid specifications 
after bids have closed. Again, it is within the powers of ac-
counting officers to resolve these issues – they have the authority 
to appoint the right people to the bid committees and to put in 
place control processes to ensure that good quality bid specifica-
tions are developed.

Part of the problem is that many accounting officers do 
not pay attention to the detail of administration within their 
organisations. The focus of new public management on internal 
efficiency appears to have bypassed them. Too many accounting 
officers are of the view that the details of administration are 
beneath them, that as accounting officers they should be focusing 
on more “strategic”, higher-level policy issues. This is particularly 
true for procurement and supply chain management, which, 
under the public administration paradigm, was generally viewed 
as a tick-box administrative function requiring little intellectual 
capacity, to be carried out by administrative clerks. On the 
contrary, a cursory read of the SIPDM reveals that effective infra-
structure procurement that achieves optimal value for money is 
complicated and requires considerable intellectual effort.

The root cause of the problem is probably that “accountability” 
does not appear to be working as well in South Africa as it works 
in other countries. For example, while the findings of the Auditor 
General are made public, accounting officers are often able to 
remain in their positions despite repeated negative findings.

Construction procurements are harder to specify and evaluate 
than procurements of normal goods and services. The alloca-
tion of points for functionality is not as straightforward as for 
goods and services. Subjective issues, such as how much work 
a contractor currently has and the capacity of the contractor to 
take on more work, often need to be considered. It is difficult to 

Other causes of failures or delays in infrastructure 
procurement processes include poorly developed 

specifications being repeatedly rejected by bid 
specification committees, and bid evaluation 

committees finding problems with bid specifications 
after bids have closed. Again, it is within the 

powers of accounting officers to resolve these 
issues – they have the authority to appoint the 
right people to the bid committees and to put 
in place control processes to ensure that good 

quality bid specifications are developed.
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have standard rules for dealing with these complexities. When 
attempts are made to introduce such standard rules, there are 
often unintended consequences. For example, to reduce the 
risk of a contractor bidding too low and being unable to com-
plete the work, a policy may be put in place that disqualifies all 
bids lower than a certain percentage below the government’s 
estimate of the cost of the project. However, such a rule imme-
diately creates a market for knowledge of the estimate and leads 
to contractors attempting to buy the estimate from government 
officials or consultants working for government. There is there-
fore a limit to which controls and rules can limit corruption in 
government infrastructure procurement – to a certain extent, 
honest procurement relies on the leadership, integrity and 
ethics of managers, particularly accounting officers.

IN CONCLUSION
In summary, in South Africa we currently have all three public 
management paradigms co-existing. This would not be a bad 
thing if we had successfully taken the best aspects of each 
paradigm, but unfortunately this has not been the case. We still 
have some vestiges of the worst parts of public administration, 
such as a blind adherence to rules, even if they are inefficient 
and ineffective, and we still have a general lack of responsiveness 
to citizens. We have struggled to achieve the internal efficiency 
objectives of the new public management paradigm and we are 
struggling to achieve the social cohesion objectives of new public 
governance. It is not clear that the decentraliation of procure-
ment has led to a system which is less corrupt, more efficient and 
achieving better value for money than the tender boards. Some 
accounting officers are focusing on activities related to building 
a developmental state while their departments are not imple-
menting basic administrative processes efficiently and effectively. 
The SIPDM is potentially a game-changer to make government 
infrastructure procurement more efficient and effective, and 
achieve better value for money. However, to date there has been a 
wide-spread lack of implementation of the SIPDM across depart-
ments and municipalities. To move forward, the changes need to 
be consolidated and there needs to be a simultaneous drive to fix 
the basics of administration, such as paying suppliers within 30 
days, to make internal government procurement processes work 
efficiently, and to adopt less adversarial and more collaborative 
approaches to infrastructure procurement. 
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INTRODUCTION
On 5 December 2017, at its International Contract Users Conference 
in London, FIDIC1 launched the long awaited 2nd Edition 2017 
Conditions of Contract for its Red2, Yellow3 and Silver4 Books.

This article summarises the primary updates to the Dispute 
Board5 (DB) provisions in the new FIDIC books.

The new DB title of “Dispute Avoidance/Adjudication Board” 
(DAAB), adjusted from the previous “Dispute Adjudication 
Board”, leaves little to the imagination as to the direction taken by 
FIDIC, i.e. an enhanced dispute avoidance role for the DB. In fact, 
as is evident from what follows, an underlying principle of the 
new books is dispute avoidance.

The operation of the DB and the dispute avoidance role of the 
DB under the FIDIC 1st Edition 1999 was previously described in 
Civil Engineering in three articles6 and in two articles7, respec-
tively. It would benefit the reader to refer to these articles.

AT A GLANCE
The new contract forms comprise substantial documents 
lengthier than the 1999 Rainbow Suite editions, with significant 
Guidance Notes. The provisions are substantially more proce-
dural and prescriptive, and rigorous and pro-active contract 
administration from all participants would be required – the 
Employer, Contractor and Engineer.

The definitions have been expanded, various phrases and terms 
are described, extensive use is made of Sub-Clauses (SC) and num-
bered sub-paragraphs, and substantial cross-referencing is included. 
The authors say that a number of provisions reflect “real life practice”.
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Dispute Boards – the New FIDIC 
Second Edition 2017 DB Provisions

Brief statistics are reflected in the following table:8

FidiC Rb 1999 FidiC Rb, yb and sb9 2017

Red Book GCC 62 pages 106 pages

SC 20�1 v C20
1 sub-clause 8 sub-clauses

c� 675 words c� 2 184 words

C20 v C20 / C21
8 sub-clauses 19 sub-clauses

c� 2 210 words c� 4 604 words

GC of DAA Agreement
9 clauses 12 clauses

c� 2 064 words c� 4 083 words

DAAB Procedural Rules
9 rules 11 rules

c� 836 words c� 3 018 words

DISPUTE AVOIDANCE – CONTEXT IN 
WHICH THE DAAB OPERATES
FIDIC has made a number of adjustments and additions to en-
hance and extend the dispute avoidance aspects.

The “Notes”10 cite “mechanisms for dispute avoidance” as 
one of four examples of the 2nd Edition, continuing the FIDIC 
fundamental principles of balanced risk sharing while seeking to 
build on the substantial experience gained from its use over the 
past 18 years.

Many of the items below dovetail with the DAAB dispute 
avoidance role and powers, and provide the Parties and the DAAB 
with a number of tools and opportunities for dispute avoidance.
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Project Management Principles
Relevant adjustments and additions are summarised below 
with reference to the extended PMBOK® Knowledge Areas in 
the Construction Extension.11 These include:

Risk Management
Early Warning: A new SC 8.4 [Advance Warning] provides that 
each Party shall advise in advance of any known or probable 
future events or circumstances which may adversely affect the 
work and/or performance of the Works when completed; in-
crease the Contract Price; and/or delay the execution of the work. 
The Engineer may request the Contractor to submit a proposal to 
avoid or minimise the effects of such events or circumstances12.

Collaboration between the Parties is promoted, for example:
 N SC 3.8 [Meetings]
 N SC 8.4 [Advance Warning]
 N SC 21.3 [Avoidance of Disputes]

Schedule (Time) Management
Extended programme requirements under SC 8.3 [Programme]: 
These include an initial programme, commencement and access 
dates, times for completion of the Works/Sections, order and 
timing of design, Contractor’s Documents, procurement, manu-
facture, inspection, delivery to Site, construction, erection, instal-
lation, work to be undertaken by any nominated Sub-contractor, 
testing, Review periods for submissions, sequence and timing of 
inspections, sequence and timing of the remedial work (for revised 
programmes), the earliest and latest start and finish dates for each 
activity, any float, the critical path, locally recognised days of rest 
and holiday periods, key delivery dates of Plant and Materials, ac-
tual progress to date, any delay to such progress and the effects of 
such delay (for revised programmes) and an extended supporting 
report. The SC anticipates that the Specification would state the 
level of detail of the programme. The 1st Edition concept of revised 
programmes has been retained.

Several deeming provisions in the absence of Notices of no-
objection have been included.

Procurement Management
SC 3.7 (previously SC 3.5) [Agreement or Determination] has 
been extended to include further matters for agreement / 
determination.

The 1st Edition Clause 20 has been split into two clauses, i.e. 
Clause 20 [Employer’s and Contractor’s Claims] for Claims, and 
Clause 21 [Disputes and Arbitration] for Disputes, to recognise 
the distinction and reflect the fact that claims only become 
disputes if a Party gives a notice to that effect.

“Claims” and “Disputes” are defined and the meanings 
of “Notice of Claim”, “contemporary records”, “fully detailed 
Claim”, “Notice of the Engineer’s Determination” and “reference 
of a Dispute to the DAAB”, among others, are described, thus 
seeking to avoid past disputes regarding interpretation of these 
or similar terms.

Contractor’s and Employer’s claims procedures are now 
reciprocated, thus also seeking to avoid past disputes regarding 
the 1st Edition SC 2.5 [Employer’s Claims] provisions and 
 remedies for non-compliance.

“Claims”, in addition to additional payment and EOT, also 
include entitlement or relief “of any kind whatsoever (including 

in connection with any certificate, determination, instruction, 
Notice, opinion or valuation of the Engineer)” (SC 20.1).

SC 8.5 [Extension of Time for Completion] has also been ex-
tended to deal with an increase in estimated quantities.

The monthly progress report is to include a list of Variations, 
and any Notices given (by either Party) under SC 20.2.1 [Notice of 
Claim] (SC 4.20).

Appointment of a DAAB:
 N All three contract forms now provide for a standing, rather than 

an ad hoc DAAB (SC 21.1).
 N In addition, in the Guidance Note to SC 21.1 [Constitution of 

the DAAB], FIDIC “strongly recommends” that the DAAB be 
appointed as a standing DAAB.

 N The DAAB is to be appointed within 28 days (if no time is stated 
in the Contract Data) of the Contractor receiving the Letter of 
Acceptance (SC 21.1).

 N Provisions are made for appointing the DAAB where the Parties 
fail to agree on the Members and/or for where a Party refuses or 
fails to sign the DAAB Agreement (SC 21.2).

Expeditious and “real time” management of claims (including 
“matters to be agreed or determined”) and disputes are aimed to be 
achieved by:

 N Several deeming provisions – e.g. where there is no Notice of 
Determination (SC 3.7.3), no Notice of Dissatisfaction (NOD) 
with an Engineer’s Determination (SC 3.7.5) or no NOD with a 
DAAB decision (SC 21.4.4);
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 N Adding a time-bar to the “fully detailed Claim” submission 
(SC 20.2.4);

 N Including a NOD to the Engineer’s determination (SC 3.7.5);
 N The Engineer has to notify (within 14 days) in the event he/she 

considers that the claiming Party has failed to give a Notice of 
Claim (SC 20.2.2);

 N Notwithstanding any such notice from the Engineer (or a 
Notice from the other Party disagreeing that a valid Notice of 
Claim has been given), the Claim shall nevertheless be agreed 
or determined in accordance with SC 20.2.5 [Agreement or 
determination of the Claim] (SC 20.2.5);

 N The Engineer has the power to waive a failure to follow a time-
bar requirement in his/her determination (SC 20.2.5);

 N The failure to implement a DAAB decision can be referred 
to arbitration in itself (SC 21.7). Hopefully this will avoid the 
issues encountered in the much reported Persero case13;

 N Golden Principle14 5 states that all Disputes must be referred 
to a DAAB as a condition precedent to arbitration.

Quality management
Enhanced details for the Quality Management System have been 
included.

FIDIC has introduction so-called “Golden Principles” in order 
to avoid changes to the FIDIC forms which offend against the 
FIDIC contract principles and thus increase the risk of disputes. 
In the Guidance Notes (Part B), FIDIC “strongly recommends” 
that all Parties, when modifying the General Conditions, take 
“due regard” of the five “FIDIC Golden Principles.” The Golden 
Principles are said to be best viewed as an expression of FIDIC’s 
balanced risk-sharing philosophy.

Specific Dispute Avoidance Provisions
SC 3.7 (previously SC 3.5) [Agreement or Determination] now spe-
cifically includes a 42-day period for seeking to reach agreement 
between the Parties on any matter and Claims. In this regard the 
Engineer has a positive duty to consult and encourage discussion 
between the Parties in an endeavour to reach agreement.

Avoidance of disputes provisions include:
 N A new SC 21.315 [Avoidance of Disputes] which includes 

express provisions for the avoidance of disputes by the DAAB 
which goes well beyond the 1st Edition SC 20.2 provision for an 
opinion by the DAB.

 N A new Procedural Rule (Rule 2.1) which empowers the DAAB 
to give Informal Assistance during discussions at any meeting 
with the Parties (whether face-to-face or by telephone or by 
video conference) or at any Site visit or by an informal written 
note to the Parties.

Concurrent delay – SC 8.5 (previously SC 8.4) [Extension of Time 
for Completion] states that, if a delay caused by the Employer is 
concurrent with a Contractor delay, then the entitlement to an 
extension of time shall be assessed “in accordance with the rules 
and procedures stated in the Special Provisions”. The provision 
seeks to avoid disputes (quite common in such circumstances) as 
to the approach to be used in circumstances of concurrent delay.

Other
Many of the contract provisions are more prescriptive, setting out 
step by step what is expected from the Employer, Contractor and 
Engineer.

In a substantial number of instances reasons are to be pro-
vided with Notices and the like, for example:

 N objection to instructions for Variations (SC 3.5)
 N objection to replacement of the Engineer (SC 3.6)
 N Notice of the Engineer’s determination (SC 3.7)
 N where a Contractor modifies any design or Contractor’s 

Documents previously submitted for Review (SC 4.1)
 N Engineer’s Notice where the Contractor’s Document fails to 

comply with the Contract (SC 4.2)
 N where the Contractor considers any physical conditions to be 

Unforeseeable (SC 4.12 – as per 1st Edition)
 N Contractor’s Notice where it is unavoidable to work on locally 

recognised days of rest, or outside the normal working hours 
(SC 6.5)

 N Engineer’s objection to replacement of Key Personnel (SC 6.12)
 N Engineer’s rejection of any Plant, Materials, Contractor’s 

design or workmanship (SC 7.5 – as per 1st Edition)
 N Engineer’s rejection of the Contractor’s application for taking-

over (SC 10.1 as per 1st Edition)
 N Contractor’s Notice where it considers that any defect or 

damage in any Plant cannot be remedied expeditiously on the 
Site (SC 11.5)

 N should the Employer propose alternative dates for the 
Contractor’s access during the DNP (SC 11.7)

 N the Contractor’s Notice where measurement not agreed (SC 12.1)
 N the Contractor’s Notice where rates or prices not agreed 

(SC 12.3)
 N the Contractor’s Notice where it cannot comply with a request 

for a proposal (SC 13.3 – as per 1st Edition)
 N difference between a certified amount and the corresponding 

amount in the Statement and for each amount withheld 
(SC 14.6)

 N a Party’s Notice regarding the end of Exceptional Events 
(SC 18.3)

 N Engineer’s Notice of additional particulars required (SC 20.2)
 N DAAB decision (SC 21.4 – as per 1st Edition)
 N Engineer’s Notice if claim (Notice of Claim) is time-barred 

(SC 20.2.2)
 N Engineer’s Notice if claim (fully detailed Claim) is time-barred 

(SC 20.2.4)
 N if either Party gives a NOD with a DAAB decision (SC 21.4 – 

as per 1st Edition)
 N should either Party request an urgent meeting or Site visit by 

the DAAB (GCs16 Clause 3.6)
 N minority Member report in the event of a majority DAAB 

decision (GCs Clause 3.8)
 N in the event of a Notification to a DAAB Member of objection 

(GCs Clause 10.1).

GENERAL PROVISIONS AS THEY RELATE TO THE DAAB
New and updated general provisions as they relate to the DAAB 
are listed below, some of which have already been noted above.

The General Conditions (of Contract) as they relate to the DAAB
 N A “Dispute” is defined.
 N The name “Dispute Adjudication Board” (DAB) has changed to 

“Dispute Avoidance / Adjudication Board” (DAAB).
 N The 1st Edition Clause 20 has been replaced with two clauses, i.e. 

Clause 20 [Claims] and Clause 21 [Disputes and Arbitration].
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 N All three books (Red, Yellow and Silver) now provide for a 
standing DAAB, whereas the 1st Edition Yellow and Silver 
books provided for an ad hoc DAB. Although the Guidance 
Notes provide an alternative for the DAAB to be appointed 
on an ad hoc basis17, it “strongly recommends” the retention 
of the standing DAAB as provided for.

General Conditions of Dispute Avoidance/
Adjudication Agreement18 (GCs)

 N The Definitions have been expanded to include “General 
Conditions of Dispute Avoidance/Adjudication Agreement” 
or “GCs”, “Dispute Avoidance/Adjudication Agreement” (in 
1st Edition – “Dispute Adjudication Agreement”), or “DAA 
Agreement”, “DAAB’s Activities”, “DAAB Rules”, “Informal 
Assistance”, “Term of the DAAB” and “Notification” (Clause 1).

 N A DAAB Member is now expressly obliged to ensure his/
her availability during the Term of the DAAB, except in 
exceptional circumstances, with such circumstances to be 
notified to the Parties and other Members (Clause 5).

 N Each Party is obliged to cooperate in good faith with the 
DAAB and fulfil its duties, and exercise any right under the 
Contract and the DAAB Agreement in the manner neces-
sary to achieve the objectives under Rule 119 of the DAAB 
Procedural Rules (Clause 6).

 N In addition to providing documents under Rule 4.3 of the 
DAAB Procedural Rules, each Party is obliged to ensure that 
the DAAB Member remains informed as is necessary to enable 
him/her to comply with his/her obligations under Clause 5 
(General Obligations of the DAAB Member) (Clause 6).

 N Clause 7 deals with elaborated confidentiality obligations of 
the Parties and DAAB Members.

 N In the event of replacement of a DAAB Member, the 
remaining DAAB Members are obliged to disclose certain 
information to the replacement DAAB Member (Clause 7).

 N A DAAB Member’s liability is extended to fraud, gross neg-
ligence, deliberate default or reckless misconduct (Clause 8).

 N Any dispute regarding the DAAB Agreement shall be 
finally settled by ICC arbitration by one arbitrator, and the 
Expedited Procedure Rules at Appendix VI apply (Clause 12). 
The 1st Edition did not include reference to the Expedited 
Procedure Rules, only the ICC Rules of Arbitration.

DAAB Procedural Rules
 N Each Procedural Rule now has a title, and each paragraph 

has been numbered.
 N The objectives of the Rules are stated, and it includes avoid-

ance of disputes as an express objective (Rule 1).
 N Other than the general obligation to provide the DAAB with 

the documents it requests, specific documents are also iden-
tified, e.g. SC 4.20 [Progress Reports], SC 8.3 [Programmes], 
SC 13.3 [Variation Procedures], Statements submitted by the 
Contractor and certificates issued by the Engineer, relevant 
Notices and relevant communications between the Parties 
and either Party and the Engineer (Rule 4).

APPOINTMENT AND TERMINATION
Pursuant to SC 21.1, the Parties are under a joint obligation to 
appoint the Member(s) of the DAAB within 28 days after the 
Contractor receives the Letter of Acceptance if no other time is 
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stated in the Contract Data. In fact, the Guidance Notes state that 
it is preferable that the Member(s) of the DAAB are appointed 
before the Letter of Acceptance is issued.

The DAAB Member(s) selection process has been amended 
by providing that Members are to be selected from a list in the 
Contract Data (SC 21.1).

FIDIC recognises in the Guidance Notes that “a very important 
factor in the success of the dispute avoidance/adjudication proce-
dure is the Parties’ confidence in the agreed individual(s) who will 
serve on the DAAB. Therefore, it is essential that candidates for this 
position are not imposed by either Party on the other Party.”

Accordingly, it has created the opportunity for the Parties at 
the tender stage to each list three names in the Contract Data as 
potential DAAB Members. The result is a total of six potential 
DAAB Members from which the sole Member or three Members 
(as the case may be) can be selected by the Parties.

FIDIC says that this approach ensures that both Parties have 
equal opportunity to put forward the same number of names and 
so avoid any question that DAAB Member(s) may be imposed on 
one Party by the other Party.

New provisions designed to deal with appointment challenges 
experienced under previous FIDIC contract forms have also been 
included. These include:

 N If the Parties fail to select, agree and/or appoint a DAAB 
Member(s)/chairperson (whether initially or replacement) 
then the appointing entity or official named in the Contract 
Data will, at the request of either or both Parties and after 
due consultation with both Parties, appoint the Member(s) 
(SC 21.2).

 N Provisions for dealing with the circumstances where a Party 
refuses to sign the DAAB Agreement – again appointment 
will be by the appointing entity or official named in the 
Contract Data; the Parties and the Member(s) will be deemed 
to have signed and be bound by a DAAB Agreement (SC 21.2).

 N Under GCs Clause 6, each Party is obliged to cooperate with 
the other Party in constituting the DAAB. Failure to do so 
empowers the arbitrator(s) in any arbitration to take account 
of the extent to which a Party failed to cooperate with the 
other in constituting a DAAB, in dealing with any award of 
costs (SC 21.6).

More onerous independence and impartiality limitations on 
DAAB Members have been introduced regarding previous as-
sociations with the Employer and Contractor. GCs Clause 4(c) 
requires that “the DAAB Member shall in the ten years before 
signing the DAA Agreement, not have been employed as a 
consultant or otherwise by the Employer, the Contractor, the 
Employer’s Personnel or the Contractor’s Personnel.11

A further provision for expiry of the DAAB term has been 
added to the 1st Edition provisions. This is to allow the DAAB to 
continue beyond the discharge (SC 14.12) should DAAB decisions 
remain to be given on matters referred prior to the discharge.

Similarly, the DAAB termination provisions of the 1st Edition 
have been extended in that the term of the DAAB will expire 
28 days after:

 N The DAAB has given its decision on all Disputes, which were 
referred to it within 224 days20 after the date of termination; or

 N The date that the Parties reach a final agreement on all mat-
ters (including payment) in connection with the termination, 
whichever is earlier.

Entirely new provisions (GCs, Clause 11) and procedures (Rules 
10 and 11) to challenge a DAAB Member on the basis of an 
alleged lack of independence or impartiality or otherwise have 
been added. A disputed challenge is to be decided by the ICC 
International Centre for ADR (Rule 11). Should the challenge be 
successful, the challenged DAAB Member’s appointment, and 
his/her DAAB Agreement, shall be deemed to have been termi-
nated with immediate effect (GCs, Clause 11).

COSTS AND REMUNERATION (GCs, CLAUSE 9)
The 2nd Edition retains the 1st Edition standing DAB fee structure 
of a monthly (retainer) fee, a daily fee and reasonable expenses.

The monthly (retainer) fee now remains fixed for the dura-
tion of the DAAB appointment, i.e. it is no longer reduced by 
50% as from the Taking-Over Certificate, as provided for in the 
1st Edition.

Time spent on giving Informal Assistance is now expressly 
covered by the daily fee.

As to expenses, the 1st Edition’s five percent criteria above 
which reimbursable expenses had to be demonstrated by receipt 
has been removed (i.e. a receipt for each item of expense is re-
quired) and the list of indicative expenses has been amended and 
extended to include also contemporary technology such as video 
conferencing and internet access.

Provisions have been included to deal with any impasse 
regarding agreement of the DAAB monthly or daily fees. In this 
regard:

 N The DAAB Agreement will nevertheless be deemed to have 
been signed by the Parties and the DAAB Member, except 
that the fee proposed by the DAAB Member will only 
temporarily apply.

 N The appointing entity or official (on application of either Party 
or the DAAB) named in the Contract Data will set the fee, 
which will be final and conclusive.

The invoicing procedures for daily fees have been extended to 
invoicing for preparing the DAAB decision or an informal written 
note, to after the giving of the decision or informal written note.

The invoice settlement period has been reduced from 56 days 
to 28 days and suspension of services/resignation on account of 
non-payment, reduced from 70 days to 56 days. If payment is not 
received within the 28-day period, the DAAB Member must in-
form the Employer who must promptly pay the amount due to the 
DAAB Member. Recovery of the amount by the Employer from 
the Contractor is not subject to a Notice under SC 20.2 [Claims 
for Payment and/or EOT].

SC 21.4.3 provides that, should any DAAB Member’s invoice(s) 
remain unpaid beyond the due date for payment by the time a 
DAAB decision is due, the DAAB will not be obliged to give its 
decision until such outstanding invoice(s) have been paid in full.

SITE VISITS
Procedural Rule 3 has been extended to include such matters as 
the inaugural DAAB meeting, a schedule of planned meetings 
and Site visits, holding of “face-to-face” meetings and, in addition, 
meetings by telephone or video conference, requests for urgent 
meetings, setting of the agenda, attendance at meetings and 
coordination of the Site visit.

The frequency of Site visits has been retained as per the 
1st Edition.
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Rule 3 now extends the purpose of meetings with the Parties 
and Site visits by the DAAB to include the giving of Informal 
Assistance if and when jointly requested by the Parties.

As to Site visits, should the DAAB become aware of an 
upcoming critical construction event, it may now also invite 
the Parties to make a request for it to visit the Site.

Either Party may now additionally request an urgent 
meeting or Site visit by the DAAB.

As to the Site visit report, the DAAB is to prepare and 
provide its report before leaving the Site if possible, otherwise 
within seven days of the site visit (new). Per the 1st Edition, the 
DB had to provide the report before leaving the Site.

DISPUTE AVOIDANCE
Under the 2nd Edition the DAAB has an enhanced and focused 
dispute avoidance role.

Under the GCs Clause 5 the DAB Member must be available to 
give Informal Assistance when requested jointly by the Parties.

As noted above:
 N A new SC 21.3 [Avoidance of Disputes] includes express pro-

visions for the avoidance of disputes by the DAAB which go 
well beyond the 1st Edition SC 20.2 provision for an opinion 
by the DAB.

 N A new Procedural Rule (Rule 2.1) empowers the DAAB to 
give Informal Assistance.

The 1st Edition reference to the DAB giving opinions (SC 20.2) 
has been removed and replaced (Rule 2.1) with the DAAB 
giving Informal Assistance during discussions at any meeting 
with the Parties (whether face-to-face or by telephone or by 
video conference) or at any Site visit or by an informal written 
note to the Parties.

SC 21.3 provides that the Parties may jointly request, and 
should the DAAB become aware of an issue or disagreement, 
it may invite the Parties to make such a joint request, for the 
DAAB to provide assistance and/or informally discuss and 
attempt to resolve any issue or disagreement.

However, SC 21.3 contains a proviso that such joint 
requests may not be made during the period that the Engineer 
is carrying out his/her duties under SC 3.7 [Agreement or 
Determination] on the matter in issue or in disagreement, un-
less the Parties agree otherwise.

As also noted above:
 N Rule 3 now extends the purpose of meetings with the 

Parties and Site visits by the DAAB to include the giving of 
Informal Assistance if and when jointly requested by the 
Parties.

 N Should the DAAB become aware of an upcoming critical 
construction event, it may also invite the Parties to make a 
request for it to visit the Site.

 N Either Party may now additionally request an urgent 
meeting or Site visit by the DAAB.

 N Furthermore, Rule 7 provides for a procedure in the event 
the Parties request Informal Assistance during any hearing.

DISPUTE BOARD POWERS
Additional powers conferred on the DAAB under DAAB 
Procedural Rule 5 include for the DAAB to:

 N Establish the procedure to be applied in making Site visits 
and/or giving Informal Assistance.

Without change, 
progress becomes 
impossible

Consulting
Engineers

Our considered approach led us 
to a rebrand that will allow us to 
grow and build a South Africa 
that is better for all.
 
www.hho.co.za
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 N Appoint one or more experts (including legal and technical 
expert(s)), with the agreement of the Parties.

 N Decide whether or not there will be a hearing (or more than 
one hearing, if necessary) in respect of any Dispute referred to 
the DAAB.

 N Conduct any meeting with the Parties as the DAAB thinks fit, 
not being bound by any rules or procedures other than those 
contained in the Contract and in the Rules.

 N Open up, review and revise any acceptance, agreement, ap-
proval, consent, disapproval, No-objection, permission, or 
similar act by the Engineer that is relevant to the Dispute.

 N Proceed with the DAAB’s Activities (i.e. in addition to those 
related to a hearing) in the absence of a Party who, after 
receiving a Notification from the DAAB, fails to comply with 
SC 6.3 (essentially good faith and to act in a manner to achieve 
the objectives under Rule 1) of the GCs.

FORMAL REFERRAL OF DISPUTES TO THE DAAB
SC 21.4 states the requirements for the referral of Disputes to the 
DAAB:

 N If SC 3.7 [Agreement or Determination] applied to the Dispute, 
it must be made within 42 days of giving or receiving an NOD 
under SC 3.7.5, failing which the NOD will be deemed to have 
lapsed and no longer be valid.

 N State that the reference is made under SC 21.4.
 N Set out the referring Party’s case relating to the Dispute.
 N Be in writing, with copies to the other Party and the Engineer.

The reference of a Dispute to the DAAB under SC 21.4 will, unless 
prohibited by law, be deemed to interrupt the running of any ap-
plicable statute of limitation or prescription period.

HEARINGS
Additional powers conferred on the DAAB under Rule 7 re-
garding hearings include for the DAAB to:

 N In consultation with the Parties, decide on the date and place 
for any hearing.

 N Decide on the duration of any hearing.
 N Request the production of documents, and/or oral submis-

sions by the Parties, at any hearing that the DAAB considers 
may assist in exercising the DAAB’s power.

 N Request the attendance of persons at any hearing that the 
DAAB considers may assist in exercising the DAAB’s power.

 N Adjourn any hearing as and when the DAAB considers further 
investigation by one or both Parties would benefit resolution 
of the Dispute, for such time as the investigation is carried out, 
and resume the hearing promptly thereafter.

As noted above, Rule 7 provides for the procedure to follow in 
the event that the Parties request Informal Assistance during any 
hearing.

DISPUTE BOARD DECISIONS
Some additional/amended provisions in the 2nd Edition regarding 
DAAB decisions include:

 N SC 21.4.3 [The DAAB’s decision] now includes an express 
provision that DAAB decisions are to be in writing. This was 
implied in the 1st Edition.

 N If requested, and at the DAAB’s sole discretion, the DAAB 
may require the payee to provide an appropriate security.

 N The DAAB is to be copied on any NOD regarding its decision.

 N As noted above, minority reports must now also include 
reasons and supporting particulars.

A “slip rule” has also been introduced for dealing with any errors 
of a typographical or clerical nature or of an arithmetical nature 
in DAAB decisions. The DAAB can by its own volition or at either 
Party’s request correct the error in writing by an addendum to its 
original decision, to the Parties.

Provisions (Rule 8.5) have also been included for dealing with 
any ambiguities in DAAB decisions. If either Party believes that 
the DAAB decision contains an ambiguity, that Party may request 
clarification from the DAAB. The request must be in writing and 
must clearly identify the ambiguity. The DAAB may decline (at 
its sole discretion and with no requirement to give reasons) such 
request for clarification.

If an addendum is issued to correct any errors or clarify any am-
biguities the start of relevant time limits (SC 21.4.4) will be reset.

As noted above, the DAAB is not obliged to give its decisions 
while DAAB invoices for which payment is overdue, remain 
unpaid.

As to implementation of DAAB decisions:
 N An express provision has been included to the effect that the 

Employer shall be responsible for the Engineer’s compliance 
with the DAAB decision.

 N The DAAB decision is binding on the Parties and the Engineer, 
notwithstanding whether a NOD is given.

 N Any amount decided by the DAAB shall be immediately due 
and payable without any certification or Notice.

As in the 1st Edition, either Party can prevent a DAAB decision 
from becoming final by issuing an NOD within 28 days. It is 
further provided that an NOD can apply to a part(s) of a DAAB 
decision and that part(s) shall be deemed to be severable from the 
remainder of the decision.

If a challenge under GCs Clause 5 is successful, any decision 
given by the DAAB after a challenge had been referred under Rule 
11 and before the resignation (if any) of the challenged DAAB 
Member under GCs SC 11.3, or his/her DAAB Agreement is ter-
minated under GCs SC 11.5(a) or under GCs SC 10.3, will become 
void and ineffective. In the case of a sole-member DAAB, all other 
DAAB’s Activities during this period will also become void and 
ineffective. In the case of a three-member DAAB, all other DAAB’s 
Activities during this period will remain unaffected by the Decision 
on the challenge except if there has been a challenge to all three 
Members of the DAAB and such challenge is successful.

SC 21.4.4 [Dissatisfaction with DAAB’s decision] provides 
that neither Party will be entitled to commence arbitration of a 
Dispute unless an NOD in respect of that Dispute has been given 
in accordance with SC 21.4.4.

ENFORCEMENT OF DAAB DECISIONS
As noted above, if a Party fails to comply with any decision 
of the DAAB, whether binding or final and binding, then the 
other Party may refer the failure itself directly to arbitration. 
The tribunal will have the power, by way of summary or other 
expedited procedure, to order the enforcement of the DAAB 
decision (SC 21.7).

SC 21.4.4 [Dissatisfaction with DAAB’s decision] provides that 
if no arbitration is commenced within 182 days after the NOD is 
issued, then that NOD shall be deemed to have lapsed and be no 
longer valid.
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IN SUMMARY
FIDIC has stated that the underlying philosophy and core objectives behind 
the 2nd Edition are to achieve increased clarity, transparency and certainty, 
which should lead to fewer disputes and more successful projects.

In pursuance of these objectives, substantial changes have also been 
made to the claims, disputes and DB provisions, with a detailed prescrip-
tive approach in many instances. How the market will react to, and the 
users will implement, this prescriptive approach will become apparent in 
the fullness of time.

FIDIC’s underlying dispute avoidance philosophy is laudable and 
certainly welcome. 

END NOTES
1 International Federation of Consulting Engineers.
2 FIDIC 2017. Conditions of Contract for Construction. Second Edition. Geneva: 

FIDIC.
3 FIDIC 2017. Conditions of Contract for Plant and Design-Build. Second Edition. 

Geneva: FIDIC.
4 FIDIC 2017. Conditions of Contracts for Engineering, Procurement & 

Construction (EPC)/Turnkey. Second Edition. Geneva: FIDIC.
5 A generic term denoting various types of dispute boards.
6 Van Langelaar, A 2014. Dispute Boards – Operation, Part 1, Civil Engineering, 

22(8): 60–64; Dispute Boards – Operation, Part 2, Civil Engineering, 22(9): 
52–55; Dispute Boards – Operation, Part 3, Civil Engineering, 22(11): 62–66.

7 Van Langelaar, A 2015. Dispute Boards – Dispute Avoidance Role, Part 1, Civil 
Engineering, 23(1): 69–74; Dispute Boards – Dispute Avoidance Role, Part 2. 
Civil Engineering, 23(3): 72–77.

8 Approximate numbers.
9 Red, Yellow and Silver Books.
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FIDIC.
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Design, Build and Operate Projects).
13 PT Perusahaan Gas Negara (Persero) TBK v CRW Joint Operation.
14 A set of principles prepared by FIDIC Task Group 5 which aim to avoid changes 

to the FIDIC forms which offend against the FIDIC principles.
15 Essentially as per SC 20.5 of the Gold Book.
16 General Conditions of Dispute Avoidance/Adjudication Agreement.
17 Then referred to as a “DAB” rather than a “DAAB”.
18 In the 1st Edition referred to as the “General Conditions of Dispute Adjudication 

Agreement”.
19 Rule 1 of the DAAB Rules are (a) to facilitate the avoidance of Disputes that 

might otherwise arise between the Parties; and (b) to achieve the expeditious, 
efficient and cost-effective resolution of any Dispute that arises between the 
Parties.

20 FIDIC explains in the Guidance Notes that the 224-day period was arrived at 
by taking account of certain time allowances in connection with Claims – i.e. 
SC 20.2.1 Notice of Claim (28 days), SC 20.2.4 fully detailed Claim (84 days), 
Engineer’s agreement/determination of the Claim under SC 3.7 (84 days) and 
NOD under SC 3.7 (28 days).

The DRBF is a non-profit organisation formed in 1996 and is dedicated to 
promoting the avoidance and resolution of disputes worldwide using the 
unique and proven Dispute Board (DB) method� The DRBF objectives include 
communication, education and training, and it has over 700 members in 
80 countries�
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INTRODUCTION
The Zambian Road Development Agency 
(RDA) has embarked on a programme 
that will significantly help to strengthen 
its bridge maintenance programmes.

A joint venture (JV) between 
Zambian-based consulting engineers 
Kiran & Musonda Associates (KMA) 
and JG Afrika, a South African-based 
consulting engineering company, is 
working closely with the RDA to validate 
its inventory of bridges and related 
structures, as well as to inspect and ap-
praise their condition. The South African 
part of the JV brings extensive structural 
design capabilities to the partnership. The 
company’s teams in Zambia are overseen 
by technical director Kobus Burger, who 
is a SANRAL-registered senior bridge 
inspector specialising in complex tech-
nical structural undertakings, including 
forensic structural investigations.

This project also benefits from JG 
Afrika’s extensive experience working 
with the Struman Bridge and Structures 
Management System, which the RDA 

has now adopted for inventory and 
classification. The Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research (CSIR) software 
is used by leading South African road 
authorities for their bridge maintenance 
programmes. It was also a tool deployed 
by SANRAL before the road agency de-
signed its own in-house system for bridge 
management purposes.

SCOPE OF THE PROJECT
The project, which encompasses Zambia’s 
entire core road network, counting all 
trunk, main, district, feeder and urban 
roads, commenced in June 2017 and is on 
track for completion by December 2018, 
well ahead of the actual project deadline 
of June 2019.

The assignment involves about 4 000 
structures, including the rubble masonry 
crossings that were constructed as early as 
the 1920s. The average life of the bridges 
serving the core road network is about 
40 years, and these complement those 
that continue to be built by the RDA 
since 2012 when the roads authority first 

embarked on a substantial programme to 
expand the road network.

The first component of the project 
entails locating all the structures on the 
new database to verify and update this in-
formation where necessary. This includes 
corroborating the type of structures and 
their exact global-positioning coordinates 
on the country’s core road network.

The professional engineers then 
inspect the condition of the bridges, re-
cording and photographing all structural 
defects, as well as rating the urgency of 
the remedial action. RDA engineers are 
immediately notified of structures that 
may not be safe for road users.

The new bridge management system 
will provide the Zambian roads authority 
with an accurate indication of the real 
costs associated with maintaining and 
repairing the structures.

The depth of information contained 
in the new database will allow the 
RDA to better motivate the funding 
that it requires from the Zambian au-
thorities to implement a proactive bridge 

I N t er NAt I o NA L

Sophisticated bridge maintenance strategy in Zambia

the project being done for the Zambian road development 
Agency encompasses Zambia’s entire core road network, 
counting all trunk, main, district, feeder and urban roads
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Sophisticated bridge maintenance strategy in Zambia
maintenance programme. It is a tool that 
has played an invaluable role in helping 
many global custodians of road assets 
to influence decisions that affect their 
important maintenance budgets, par-
ticularly as these budgets often compete 
for funding against new infrastructure 
delivery programmes with their perceived 
higher value.

WILDLIFE, RUGGED TERRAIN
By the time that KMA and JG Afrika have 
completed the project, their teams will 
have travelled throughout the whole of 
Zambia, including the extremely remote 
rural areas.

Ensuring the safety and security of 
their teams while working and camping 
at the various sites is a priority, and one 
of the most challenging facets of the 
entire project.

Wildlife, including carnivores and 
large animals, poses a real threat in 
many of these areas. Members of the 
professional team have had to practise 
extreme caution working above and close 

to the banks of crocodile-infested rivers, 
or while camping in the vicinity where 
there are no boundaries that separate 
them from nature, including some very 
curious hyena.

As a precautionary measure, the 
RDA’s provincial managers are given 
advance notice of the inspection teams 
within their province. It was also decided 
that it would be safer for both teams to 
work together in the same province. The 
teams are self-sufficient and have been 
equipped with rugged off-road utility 
vehicles that are able to handle extremely 
arduous terrain.

Certainly, KMA team members’ famil-
iarity with much of the terrain, and their 
fluency in local languages, such as Bemba 
and Nyanja, also play an important role in 
the excellent progress being made.

The communities encountered in rural 
areas have been extremely hospitable and 
helpful to the teams, which has also al-
layed any initial concerns regarding theft 
of the valuable equipment used by the 
engineers to perform their assessing tasks.

IN CONCLUSION
The teams started working in Lusaka 
Province, within close proximity of 
KMA’s headquarters, and by mid-August 
were making their way to the Southern 
Province as part of an early trial phase.

Once they have successfully completed 
their operations there, they will determine 
which of the remaining seven provinces 
of the country they will visit next, while 
working to a strict deadline that also takes 
the Zambian wet season into consideration.

Kobus Burger is very impressed 
with the performance of both teams, 
describing the engineers as adventurous 
and wild-spirited, and enjoying the oppor-
tunity to undertake such important work 
in a country renowned for its scenery, 
including its beautiful rivers and bridges.

According to Burger it is also a 
pleasure to again be working with the 
RDA, which is operated by professional 
engineers who are highly regarded on the 
continent for the very high quality of their 
engineering and technical skills.

Charmagne denny

Marketing & Communications Manager
JG Afrika
dennyc@jgafrika�com

the average life of the bridges serving the core road network in Zambia is about 
40 years; these bridges complement those that continue to be built by the Zambian road 

development Agency as part of a substantial programme to expand the country’s road network



Concor has made a great showing in the 
17th annual Construction World Best 
Projects competition, held towards the 
end of last year. These awards recognise 
excellence across the entire built environ-
ment – from contractors (civils, general 
builders and specialists) to suppliers and 
professional services (such as architects 
and consulting engineers).

There are six categories available for 
project entries, and they are judged ac-
cording to a range of criteria that include 
construction innovation technology, 
design, cost, quality, risk management, 
health, safety, corporate social investment 
and environmental impact.

In the Building Contractors category, 
Concor Buildings won the top award 

for its Menlyn Shopping Centre project, 
and in the Civil Engineering Contractors 
category, Concor Infrastructure was 
highly commended for its work on the 
Loeriesfontein and Khobab wind farms.

MENLYN SHOPPING CENTRE
Winning the Construction World’s Best 
Project award in the Building Contractors 

co N s t r U c t I o N

Concor shows its mettle
menlyn: the Aviary hall before and after 
refurbishment; tenants traded during construction
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menlyn: the celestial hall before and after refurbishment, 
which included skylight construction
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category is a huge accolade for Concor 
Buildings, especially given the scale 
and complexity of this contract. In a 
R2.2  billion extension and refurbish-
ment, this project has made Menlyn Park 
Shopping Centre in Pretoria the ‘biggest 
shopping experience in Africa’.

The length of the malls – on four levels – 
is now over 3.4 km, and the shops cover 
173 500 m2 of floor space. In addition to all 
the refurbishment work – which included 
14 000 m2 of mall ceilings and tiling – some 
60 000 m2 of retail space was added. All 
this was completed in less than 15 months. 

There were close to 60 subcontractors 
on site when the project hit its busiest 
phase, with about 100 bricklayers placing 
3.5  million bricks.

Perhaps the most remarkable aspect 
of this job was that tenants and shoppers 
still had access to the existing mall areas, 

menlyn: An aerial before‑and‑after 
view of the menlyn shopping centre

Geobrugg Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd | Unit 3 Block B Honeydew Business Park | 1503 Citrus Street | Honeydew 2170 | South Africa | T +27 11 794 3248 | info@geobrugg.com | www.geobrugg.com 

Flexible barriers made of high-tensile steel wire

FOR AN EFFICIENT SHALLOW 
LANDSLIDE PREVENTION

Learn more: 

www.geobrugg.com/landslide



so business continued as usual. This meant 
that many of the teams worked at night, so that 
tasks were done before the mall opened each 
day at 08:00.

The project also received a Green Building 
4 Star rating for its environmental and sustain-
ability considerations – a first for the retail 
sector in South Africa.

To fast-track the construction programme, 
the project made use of steel elements which 
were fabricated in advance in a controlled factory 
environment. These were used to achieve a con-
temporary and timeless atmosphere with light-
filled spaces, also including aesthetic features.

With limited space, all logistics were care-
fully planned so that delivered materials could 
be erected quickly, creating space for the next 
deliveries. Innovative use was made of smaller 
cranes and spider cranes on the decks to move 
steel to required areas.

32 January/February 2018 Civil Engineering

menlyn: the newly refurbished 
façades and featured signage tower

menlyn: the newly constructed focal entrance
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LOERIESFONTEIN AND KHOBAB 
WIND FARMS
In the Civil Engineering Contractors 
category, Concor Infrastructure was 
highly commended for the two pioneering 
renewable energy projects in the Hantam 
Municipality of the Northern Cape – the 
Loeriesfontein Wind Farm and the 
Khobab Wind Farm.

In a consortium with CONCO, 
Concor Infrastructure was responsible 

for the construction of all 122 wind 
turbine generator foundations, as well as 
the adjoining hard stands and internal 
roads on both sites. Each of the wind 
turbine bases is 19 m in diameter, and 
holds a 99 m high turbine tower with an 
80 tonne nacelle.

Concrete design was key to the per-
formance of this contract, demanding the 
right strengths while limiting the carbon 
footprint. The plinths at Loeriesfontein, 

for example, were constructed using high 
strength 60 MPa concrete with a design 
mix of 75% ground granulated corex 
slag (GGCS) in place of cement. Concor 
Infrastructure used 50% waste material 
for both the plinth concrete and the 
30 MPa conical base concrete. This helped 
reduce the project’s estimated overall 
carbon footprint by 31%.

All this was done in an efficient and 
continuous work process that allowed 

menlyn: the central Park acts as a hub for all 
shoppers, both during the day and at night

Loeriesfontein: cleaning of base floor with 
mechanical hammer to the specified level
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•  Bonding Agents
•  Chemical Anchors
•  Concrete Bonding
•  Concrete Crack Repairs
•  Concrete Floor Hardeners
•  Concrete Floor Repairs
•  Concrete Repair Mortars
•  Curing Compounds
•  Epoxy Adhesives
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For that perfect 
CONCRETE 
finish!

•  Epoxy Grout
•  Floor Coatings
•  Hypalon Bandage Systems
•  Joint Sealants
•  Non Shrink Grouts
•  Pre Cast Repairs
•  Shutter Release Oils
•  Wall Coatings
•  Water Proofing
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each foundation base to be completed 
from excavation in just ten days.

In line with Concor Infrastructure’s 
skills development strategy, these 
remote projects managed to source and 
train much of their workforce from the 
Loeriesfontein community 60 km away.

Situated in such an arid area, the project 
conserved water through re-use and 
re-treatment, using a screening system to 
remove the heaviest solids, and bacterio-
logical rollers for the remainder. Many envi-
ronmental issues were addressed, including 
protecting and translocating threatened and 
endangered plant species, and reclaiming 
contaminated soil through bioremediation.

Safety was always a high priority, al-
lowing the project to achieve two million 
Lost Time Incident Free (LTIF) hours in 
August 2017.

info

Concor Buildings / Concor Infrastructure
+27 11 590 5500
www�concor�co�za

marli van rooy, environmental officer at 
concor Infrastructure, with a euphorbia that 
was successfully translocated

Loeriesfontein: 30 mPa concrete being 
poured after completion of the steel fixing

khobab: final base pour at Number 122

reverse osmosis Water treatment 
Plant providing fresh potable water 
for the offices and labour camp safety milestone at Loeriesfontein
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I N  B r I ef

DIEPKLOOF BRIDGE – REINFORCED EARTH® TRUE ABUTMENTS AFTER 37 YEARS
The Diepkloof Bridge abutments were 
constructed in 1980. The durability of the 
reinforcing strips was monitored after 
11 years and again after 37 years. The 
galvanised steel reinforcing strips were 
designed for a 100-year service life, with 
750 microns sacrificial thickness being 
allocated on each side. After 37 years the 
strips have lost approximately 15 microns 
of zinc on either side and, as yet, show no 
signs of any corrosion of the steel.

Backfill properties
Electro-chemical: pH: 4.0–5.5
Resistivity:  19 000–20 000 ohm cm–1

Grading:  16–28% passing 0.075  
13–23% passing 0.02 micron

Shear Strength: c = 6 kPa; ø = 35°

Reinforcing strip properties
60 × 5 mm mild steel, high adherence, 
hot dip galvanised
Yield stress:  250 MPa ultimate stress: 

350 MPa

the diepkloof Bridge in 1980 the diepkloof Bridge in 2017

extraction of durability samples

1991 (after 11 years) 2017 (after 37 years)

After cleaning

No pitting or corrosion evident after removal of the zinc� No loss of strength�

Loss of thickness 15 µ per side Loss of thickness 10 µ per side

After stripping of zinc

cross‑section of the diepkloof Bridge structure

Beam seat

25 000

22 000

10
 4

80

Concrete panel facing

Reinforcing strips
Common backfill

Select backfill

Cross-section
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Reinforced Earth (Pty) Ltd has completed 
192 true bridge abutments from 54 con-
tracts since 1979. The Diepkloof N1 Bridge 
was the second contract. 

For the Diepkloof contract the 
consulting engineers were Bruinette 
Kruger and Stoffberg (now AECOM), and 
the client was the National Transport 
Commission (now SANRAL). The 
contractor on this project was LTA 
(now Grinaker LTA), who subcontracted 
Aquacrete for the construction of the 
abutments.

inFO

Andrew Smith
Reinforced Earth
+27 11 726 6180
andrews@recosa�co�za

OPTIMISING PRESSURISED 
WATER NETWORKS
Extreme weather patterns, over- 
consumption, pollution and increases in 
the demand for water have contributed 
to an increased focus on efficient water 
resource management worldwide.

Water network design can no longer 
simply rely on analysis processes that use 
averages based on large water networks. 
In addition, the contribution of alternative 
water sources to urban and rural supply 
networks has to be considered.

CIVIL DESIGNER, developed by 
Knowledge Base Software, provides 
design functionality for the extended time 
simulation of fluid handling networks and 
advanced analysis processes that address 
these modern requirements. 

Borehole hydraulic modelling
Although boreholes are common, they 
are poorly represented in the world of 
hydraulic modelling solutions. Modelling 
a borehole as a fixed inflow is inadequate, 
and modelling it as a combination of 
a pump and a fixed pressure node is 
inaccurate.

Addressing this shortfall, CIVIL 
DESIGNER includes borehole hydraulic 
modelling functionality that allows the 
designer to easily define and model a 
borehole column, shaft and pump within 
the graphical interface, and view all the 
relevant hydrological report properties.

Poisson Rectangular Pulse analysis
Modelling house connections, or small to 
medium size networks, requires software 
which can leverage more accurate analysis 
methodologies. A first for fluid handling 
network analysis software, CIVIL 

DESIGNER includes Poisson Rectangular 
Pulse (PRP) Analysis, first proposed by 
Buchberger and Wu (Buchberger 1995).

PRP is an advanced hydraulic model-
ling method that provides patterns 
of water consumption by simulating 

cIVIL desIGNer provides design functionality for the extended time simulation of fluid 
handling networks and advanced analysis processes to address modern requirements

Adding a borehole to a data model in cIVIL desIGNer

demand modelling using PrP analysis in cIVIL desIGNer
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draw-off as a series of pulses. Each pulse 
represents the opening of one water appli-
ance, with a random intensity and dura-
tion. The sum of the pulses represents the 
total required demand within a selected 
demand pattern. This realistic model of 
water demands makes possible a better 
design of the system.

Variable peak factor analysis
In a similar vein it has become increas-
ingly evident that peak factors are more 
accurately related to the number of 
connected users rather than to the overall 
network demand. This means that peak 
factors may be different inside the same 
network, with variation according to 
the distance from the mains or edge of 
the network. CIVIL DESIGNER’s water 
module allows the implementation of 
variable peak factors in looped networks.

Considerations for accurate analysis
Demand models and the control of urban 
water consumption must also take into 
account single and double erf connections, 
fire hydrants and public standpipe draw-off 
points. Actual municipal demand data needs 
to be monitored, allowing network design 
adjustments to be made to reflect a specified 
consumption database. Furthermore, spe-
cific water losses need to be included within 
realistic analysis processes.

Specialised connection points, the 
means to import recorded demand data 
and water losses are all features included 
in CIVIL DESIGNER’s water network 
design functionality.

“CIVIL DESIGNER is one of the 
few commercial packages that can 
handle water network design with 
fire hydrants. It saves time when 
designing the water network.” 
 Henk van der Watt Pr Tech Eng 
 Associate, NEW Consulting Engineers

Reference
Buchberger, S G & Wu, L 1995. A model for 

instantaneous residential water demands. 
J. Hydraul. Eng. ASCE 121, 232–246.
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a.b.e. PRODUCTS AND COMMITMENT PREVENT DISASTROUS 
LOADING DISRUPTIONS AT COAL TERMINAL
A special fluid micro concrete repair 
product, durarep FMC, supplied by a.b.e. 
Construction Chemicals – coupled with 
committed on-site assistance by a.b.e. – 
prevented the economically important 
operations of Portnet’s Richard Bay Coal 
Terminal from being severely disrupted 
when a key tippler collapsed recently.

Jasper Allardice, a.b.e. KZN Regional 
Manager, says a harbour tippler (heavy 
equipment used for offloading coal 
onto conveyor belts running into 
coal-carrying ships) had collapsed after 
the failure of its supporting concrete 
columns and base. “This was a potentially 
disastrous setback for the Coal Terminal 
which immediately lost 50% of its loading 
capacity. If the tippler could not be op-
erational within a couple of days, trains 
and ships would be backed up, resulting 
in substantial knock-on costs, as well 
as a logistical nightmare for Portnet,” 
Allardice explains.

a.b.e. KZN Technical Sales Consultant, 
Darryl Laycock, rushed to the harbour 
for an urgent site inspection and recom-
mended that a.b.e.’s durarep FMC (fluid 
micro concrete) be utilised as primary 
concrete repair product, as it would allow 
quicker curing of the repairs while still 

delivering the required tensile strength of 
30 MPa in three days. Laycock also speci-
fied that a.b.e.’s epidermix 344 wet-to-dry 
epoxy be used as bonding agent, and that 
Chryso Cure WB (wax-based) curing 
compound be applied to speed up the 
curing process.

a.b.e. then faced the prospect of 
sourcing the huge volume of 350 bags 
of 25 kg durarep FMC required for the 
emergency concrete repairs. This was 
achieved by rushing stock to Richards 
Bay from various a.b.e. warehouses and 
distributors, while Laycock worked 
through the night assisting in the repair 
project by the maintenance crew of 
Transnet Rail Maintenance Engineering. 
The next morning he recommended that 
the other tippler, with concrete supports 
still intact, should also be reinforced with 
similar repair treatment to ensure no 
further mishaps.

“The result of Darryl’s most com-
mendable commitment, and cooperation 
from a.b.e.’s allied operations to provide 
the necessary durarep FMC stock, was 
that the tippler was fully operational only 
three days later – a truly praiseworthy 
effort, much appreciated by the Richards 
Bay harbour authorities,” Allardice added.

emergency around‑the‑clock 
repair work in progress on the coal 

tippler’s concrete supports
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a.b.e.’s durarep FMC is a cement-
based, non-shrink concrete reinstate-
ment grout which is applied by pouring 
or pumping. The product is supplied in 
ready-to-use form requiring only the ad-
dition of small amounts of water for easy 
mixing and fluid consistency. durarep 

FMC strongly adheres to concrete sub-
strates without the use of primers, and 
its high strength and low permeability 
provide protection against chloride and 
CO2 corrosion – important factors con-
sidering the tipplers’ corrosive marine 
environment.

durarep FMC can also be used for the 
repair of potable water retaining structures 
such as dams, water cooling towers and silos, 
as well as concrete structures in general.

a.b.e.’s epidermix 344 – a two- 
component, solvent-free epoxy adhesive – 
was used to bond the fresh concrete to the 
columns’ existing concrete. It has high 
tensile strength and provides a strong 
bond to damp or dry surfaces.

ChrysoCure WB is a low viscosity 
wax emulsion formulated to ensure that 
the emulsion breaks down to form a non-
penetrating continuous film immediately on 
contact with the concrete. The curing com-
pound prevents excessive water evaporation, 
resulting in more efficient cement hydration.

a.b.e. Construction Chemicals is a 
member of the Chryso Southern Africa 
Group.
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the richard Bay coal terminal’s tippler which did not suffer a 
support collapse, but also had its concrete base and columns 

reinforced with a.b.e. products as a precautionary measure
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REPLACING GAUTENG’S AGEING PIPELINES
Ageing water infrastructure in cities 
throughout Gauteng is leading to a loss of 
millions of litres of potable water, while 
sewage leaks silently contaminate water-
ways and groundwater.

With thousands of pipelines already 
well over the 50-year mark, and many over 
a hundred years old, failures are becoming 
common-place and specialised pipe-
laying companies, like Brakpan-based 
Gokor Construction, are increasingly 
being called to find ways of replacing the 
pipes under layers of underground infra-
structure and below houses, hospitals, 
roadways and buildings.

Gokor Construction is one of the only 
specialised pipe-laying companies in the 
region that can undertake large-scale 
pipe replacements using pipe-bursting 
technology that allows special tooling 
to be passed through and burst existing 
pipelines, while simultaneously pulling in 
a new (often larger diameter) pipe behind 
it. In this way, and depending on soil 
conditions, up to 170 m of pipeline can 
be replaced in two hours without digging 
trenches or interfering with above-ground 
or buried infrastructure.

Company owner Jan Bouwer says they 
purchased a purpose-built Hammerhead 
HG12 and Hydroguide pipe-bursting 
system from local distributors and special-
ists, ELB Equipment, precisely to undertake 
this type of specialised pipe-replacement 
work for Gauteng’s municipalities.

“Throughout Gauteng we have built 
our towns and suburbs over these buried 
pipelines, and now it is mostly impossible to 
manually dig trenches and repair or replace 
pipes. As a result, a complete pipeline failure 

means that either the area gets dug up or 
the place floods with water or sewage. With 
our solution this does not have to happen, as 
we simply dig entry and exit pits, as well as 
inspection pits, and pull new pipes through 
without unsettling the ground. In Tembisa, 
for example, we were able to replace a 70 m 
stretch in 38 minutes, and the entire 170 m 
pipeline in just two hours. This assists the 
municipality to do speedy upgrades, and of 
course saves residents the inconvenience of 
having their properties dug up.”

ELB Equipment product manager, 
Phillip McCallum, explains that the 
Hammerhead solution is most suited to 
urban work, and allows crews to work in 
confined and heavily built-up areas. Also, 
with round-the-clock support from ELB 
Equipment, no underground challenge is 
insurmountable. This high level of support 
also means the machine is able to work reli-
ably for protracted periods of time and with 
minimum disruption, which is important 
on urgent pipeline replacement projects.

In just over three years that 
Gokor Construction has operated the 
Hammerhead system it has replaced thou-
sands of metres of pipelines in Ekurhuleni, 
Johannesburg and a host of smaller Gauteng 
municipalities, as well as on industrial 
sites and mines. Its latest deployment is 
to Hyde Park in Johannesburg, where it is 
performing an urgent sewer upgrade for the 
replacement of 742 m of 250 mm pipe with 
new 350 mm HDPE pipes.

“Municipalities and private property 
owners need to be made aware of the 
fact that the inconvenient disruption of 
properties, infrastructure and road traffic 
is no longer necessary, as, with the speedily 

operated Hammerhead system we are able 
to assist with most pipe replacements in 
confined areas,” Jan concludes.
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KAYTECH SOLVES MINING 
DEADLINE DILEMMA
If not for Kaytech’s tried and tested Multi-
Cell system, a Limpopo mine would not 
have attained one of its many deadlines. 
Ivanplats, lying just outside Mokopane, is 
a platinum-focused subsidiary of Ivanhoe 
Mines which is currently in the develop-
ment stage of potentially becoming one 
of the largest Platinum-Group Elements 
(PGE) mines in the world.

When stormwater channels at Ivanplats 
Mine required not only urgent lining, but 
also a high MPa rating as requested by 
engineers, the time-consuming conven-
tional method of concrete construction 
was pushed beyond consideration. Forced 
to seek an alternative option, Grinaker 
Mining, the main contractor, approached 
Kaytech for a solution. The immediate 
proposal was the fast and effective 
Multi-Cell, a honeycomb structure of 
three-dimensional diamond-shaped cells 
providing in-situ shuttering for casting 
continuous, interlocking concrete paving.

Multi-Cell is manufactured from 
UV-stabilised, laminated polypropylene 
woven slit film tape strips providing a 
high-tensile strength and seam strength. 
Lightweight and flexible, Multi-Cell is 
quick and easy to install, conforms to ex-
isting surfaces, may be installed on clays 
or in high water table areas and provides 
hydrostatic pressure relief through built-
in joints in the concrete infill.

Having no previous experience with 
Multi-Cell, the contractor was initially 
sceptical of the product’s efficacy, but 
after a brief training session supplied by 
Danie Herbst, a Kaytech representative, 
both contractor and workforce realised 
the many benefits of this outstanding 
product. In a short space of time, 900 m2 

An illustration of the hammerhead pipe bursting process
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of Multi-Cell 75 mm were installed, 
pegged down and ready for concrete infill.

With its proven track record of ap-
proximately 25 years, economical Multi-
Cell has been used as an effective erosion 
protection treatment for hydraulic struc-
tures, for slope protection where cells may 

be soil filled and vegetated, for load sup-
port and for cast in-situ concrete roads.

Thanks to a 19 m, ultra-thick, 
relatively shallow and predominantly flat 
underground mineralised belt known as 
the Platreef Deposit, the Platreef Project 
seems destined to become the future of 

platinum mining in South Africa, with the 
Ivanplats Mine breaking new ground.

Numerous deadlines imposed on the 
development of Ivanplats could have ren-
dered this project relatively impossible, but 
with the specification of Multi-Cell, severe 
time constraints were totally eliminated.

inFO
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CESA’S NEW PRESIDENT
At Consulting Engineers South Africa’s 
(CESA) 64th Annual General Meeting held 
on 7 November last year, Neresh Pather 
from Mott MacDonald Africa was inaugu-
rated as President of the organisation for the 
next two years, succeeding Lynne Pretorius. 
Sugen Pillay, Managing Director of Zitholele 
Consulting was elected to serve as Deputy 
President of CESA for the same period.

Pather, a Statutory Director of Mott 
MacDonald Africa, currently heads up the 

multi‑cell being pegged into 
position in the excavated channel at 
Ivanplats mine before infill with concrete
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Transportation Sector in the company’s 
Africa Business Unit. He holds a BSc 
Engineering (Civil) degree and an MSc 
Engineering degree in Transportation, and 
as such has led many transport and strategic 
infrastructure projects within the company. 

He joined PD Naidoo & Associates 
Consulting Engineers (Pty) Ltd in 1997, 
where he held a number of positions in 
the capacity of Director before becoming 
the CEO prior to the company merging 
with Mott MacDonald. 

At his inauguration, Pather said: “I am 
truly humbled by the privilege bestowed 
on me to lead our industry, and I hope 
that CESA will be able to renew and 
reinvent itself to increase our relevance to 
our clients, especially to our young profes-
sionals who will ultimately take over the 
leadership of the industry. Our work on 
the transformation of the industry will 
definitely continue as we seek to broaden 
this in the years ahead, to ensure that 
CESA becomes more inclusive, relevant 
and able to put the industry at the fore-
front through effective ethical leadership.” 
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2018 TRENDS FROM A QUANTITY 
SURVEYOR’S PERSPECTIVE
The built environment is often thought of 
in terms of only its visible results – build-
ings, roads, bridges, dams, and so on. A 
group of lesser-known construction profes-
sionals, however, work together for quite 
some time even before the first brick is laid.

One of these professions is the Quantity 
Surveyor – experts trained specifically 

in the complexities of built environment 
finance. The Quantity Surveyor is respon-
sible for ensuring that clients receive value 
for their money during both the construc-
tion phase and the entire life cycle of the 
building, road, bridge, dam, etc.

Larry Feinberg, Executive Director 
of the Association of South African 
Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS), says: “The 
profession has over the past two years 
been challenged by a number of changes 
in the macro environment. For Quantity 
Surveyors 2018 will be the year that 
we – and other professions in the built 
environment – create and adopt solutions 
that secure our relevance and are to the 
long-term benefit of the entire country.”

New accepted model for calculating 
professional fees
Economic and political turmoil affect 
those involved in the less visible work just 
as much as those responsible for doing 
the on-site building, as they traditionally 
derive their fees from a percentage of the 
total project budget.

Feinberg explains: “In 2015 the 
Competition Commission ruled against 
this practice, and the fee calculation 
model has been in a state of flux since 
then. With economic pressure that is 
not forecasted to lift anytime soon, built 
environment professionals will have to 
settle on a method that embraces the 
calculation of fees based on time spent 
and value offered, rather than offering 
ever-increasing discounts from a scale of 
fees that has become irrelevant.”

Regulated appointment of Quantity 
Surveyors to infrastructure projects
According to Feinberg, ASAQS has been 
advocating the appointment of a profes-
sional team – regulated by relevant profes-
sional bodies – to all public infrastructure 
projects that are awarded through tender.

“This will contribute to the reduction 
of irregular and wasteful expenditure, 
as these professionals will be regulated 
by the codes of conduct they signed with 
their respective professional bodies.

“The codes of conduct provide recourse 
to private citizens who become aware of 
professionals who are involved in suspi-
cious practices. Claims of misconduct can 
be investigated by the relevant professional 
body and disciplinary measures can be 
implemented. This will help a great deal in 
ensuring that public infrastructure spend 

is applied to the benefit of the greater 
South African public.”

Wider adoption of technologies in 
line with digital innovation
With the first 3D-printed building a 
reality in Dubai already more than a year 
old, traditional ways of designing, plan-
ning, costing, managing and constructing 
projects are officially obsolete. These 
traditional practices, however, still form 
the basis of the majority of professional 
service offerings in the built environment.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) 
is still considered the new kid on the block 
and is already revolutionising the manner 
in which a professional team now collabo-
rates and completes build projects.

“The basket of services that a regis-
tered professional Quantity Surveyor 
should be offering clients must change. 
As important as Bills of Quantities are, 
it should not be viewed as the be all and 
end all of services offered by a Quantity 
Surveyor. Life cycle costing, value man-
agement towards savings and operational 
efficiency, and advice on sustainable 
building practices, methodologies and 
materials are just some of the many ad-
ditional valuable services that should be 
available to clients,” says Feinberg.

He concludes: “When the personal com-
puter was first being absorbed into the built 
environment critics were quick to point out 
that it would be the end of the professional 
team that work behind the scenes. All of 
those professions are, however, alive and 
well, and will remain so as long as we accept 
that the responsibility to chase relevance 
and adapt to environmental and techno-
logical changes is ours alone.”
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When Britain reluctantly took over the 
Cape in 1806, engineering infrastructure 
was non-existent, but the new colony 
was virtually bankrupt and could not 
afford roads and harbours. However, one 
shortcoming could not be ignored. Not 
for the first time, and certainly not for 
the last, Cape Town was experiencing a 
severe water shortage. So when the British 
Government took complete control of the 
Cape in 1811, they immediately appointed 
John Rennie, one of the most eminent engi-
neers of the day to attend to the problem.

Like several early engineers, Rennie 
was born into a poor rural Scottish 
family in 1761. At the age of twelve he 
was apprenticed to a millwright. Two 
years later his employer sent him to high 
school where he progressed so rapidly that 
at the age of sixteen he was offered the 
post as the school’s mathematics teacher. 
But he returned to his employer, while 
at the same time attending Edinburgh 
University. After qualifying he joined the 
famous firm of mechanical engineers, 
Boulton and Watt, where he was put in 
charge of their new London Works, and 
was instrumental in adapting Watt’s 
fledgling steam engines to drive fac-
tory machinery. He was responsible for 
introducing wrought-iron and cast-iron 
parts into machines which previously had 
been made of wood, and thus he played an 
important part in the mechanical side of 
the industrial revolution.

The era of great civil engineering works 
was about to begin and Rennie moved 
effortlessly into this sphere. He designed 
Waterloo and Southwark bridges, much 
of the London dockland, several other 
harbours and the innovative breakwater at 
Plymouth. His last important work was the 
new London Bridge, commenced in 1821 
shortly before his death.

Rennie did not visit the Cape, but 
obtained an accurate survey of the town 
from which he designed a reticulation. 
He then sought a suitable person to 
supervise the installation and appointed 
John Chisholm. At the time Chisholm 
was aged about 35 and the waterworks 
superintendent for Londonderry, Ireland. 
He arrived at the Cape in November 1812 
and set about implementing Rennie’s 
proposals, while no doubt making many 
modifications and decisions of his own. 
He built a reservoir in Hof Street, fed by 
springs further up the mountain. The 
main spring chamber and bifurcation 
works near Orange Street are still in 
existence, and the flow has recently 
been diverted to irrigate the Cape Town 
Stadium. The reservoir outflow was 
distributed by cast-iron pipes (previously 
unknown in South Africa) along Orange, 
Long and Strand Streets leading to the 
fountains in the centre of town. In 1813 
alone he provided 36 water chambers and 
pumps, one of which, the “Hurling Swaai 
Pump” still exists and has been declared a 
national monument.

After five years the Rennie plan had 
largely been implemented and Chisholm’s 
contract came to an end. Chisholm 
remained at the Cape, setting up as a 
plumber and later practising as an archi-
tect and land surveyor. He is credited with 
supervising the construction of the main 
road to Simons Town. He died in 1856 
and his son John married the daughter of 
builder John Cannon and moved to Natal. 
It is believed that their descendants are 
still in South Africa.

Chisholm was without doubt com-
petent and energetic, but he was never 
regarded as an engineer – in today’s terms 
he would surely have been regarded as 
a technologist. The Colony had need for 

Past Masters:  
John Rennie, Chisholm, Skirrow and others
addressing the backlog in infrastructure
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wider skills, and Rennie was asked to 
recommend a suitable person to fill the 
gap. His choice was Henry Revelly, who 
arrived at the Cape in 1826. Revelly was 
the son of a well-known English architect, 
but had grown up in Italy. He studied civil 
engineering at Pisa University (where 
perhaps he gained early insight into 
foundation problems!), where he became 
close friends with the poet Shelley. Unable 
to find employment in Italy, he returned 
to England and worked for Rennie.

His primary task at the Cape was to 
investigate a proposal to build a stone pier 
and breakwater to improve the almost non-
existent port facilities. However, nothing 
came of it, and generally he seems to have 
been a rather ineffective practitioner. 
He was nevertheless appointed as Civil 
Architect and Surveyor-General in 1827, 
but after a few months he was suspended 
for allegedly misappropriating govern-
ment property. He vehemently denied the 
charges, possibly with some justification, 
as his accuser, the departmental store-
keeper, was later dismissed by Michell for 
spreading unfounded rumours and mali-
cious gossip about other employees. Revelly 
left for Australia where he became one of 
the founding fathers of Perth.

His lasting contribution to the Cape 
was to design St Andrews Presbyterian 
Church in Somerset Road, where the 
neo-classical temple façade is still a 
landmark today.

Rennie gained another Cape commis-
sion – to design the observatory for His 
Majesty’s Astronomer at the Cape. The 
sketch was completed shortly before his 
death and the detail was completed by 
members of his firm. The design was then 
handed to the astronomer, Rev Fearon 
Fallows, to implement.

Fallows was essentially a bright young 
mathematician who was appointed 
in 1820 at the age of 31. He had little 
practical experience of astronomy at the 
time. (Although he had actually practised 
as a clergyman, he had only taken holy 
orders because it was a requirement for 
all graduates of Cambridge University.) 
His successor, the better-known Thomas 
Maclear, had been a medical doctor 
before his appointment, while the as-
sistant Charles Piazzi Smyth was sent 
out to the Cape at the age of sixteen 
and subsequently became Astronomer 
Royal of Scotland. (Besides being a 
competent artist, Smyth was one of the 

Cape’s pioneer photographers, using 
printing paper he produced from locally 
obtainable chemicals.)

Fallows’ appointment to the Cape must 
have been a challenge, for he had little 
knowledge of conditions, and almost no 
equipment or assistance available at his 
new home. Indeed, he would have had to 
teach himself practical land surveying, 
because a new baseline was an early 
requirement. He was probably even less 
prepared to oversee the construction of a 
technically complicated building. First he 
had to find a suitable site, and initially he 
investigated the Tygerberg hills. These he 
was told were often shrouded in cloud, and 
so he settled on a small hill at the conflu-
ence of the Black and Liesbeek rivers.

Rennie had designed an observatory 
with the familiar domes which could ro-
tate in a horizontal plane, but these were 
initially omitted to reduce costs. The main 
operating area would be a long room with 
four slots in the walls and roof, oriented 
precisely north-south, for observations to 
be made of the transit of stars and planets 
across the meridian. The building had to 
be set out very accurately and Fallows was 
concerned about his ability to instruct 
local workmen of unknown competence 
to achieve the necessary standard. He 
was very relieved therefore when there 
was a knock on his door and a stranger 
announced himself as John Skirrow, sent 
out by Rennies to act as clerk-of-works on 
the project.

Little is known about the early life 
and background of Skirrow. He was too 
early for his details to be recorded by the 
Institution of Civil Engineers, and his 
birthplace and education are unknown. 
But he was obviously a trained and 
competent engineer and architect, and 

immediately took control of the building 
project. He rewrote the rather sloppy 
specifications and his revised document 
thenceforth became the model for colo-
nial building work. He also appeared to 
have a good understanding of materials, 
and he located suitable stone for the 
building, as well as special durable granite 
for the plinths of the observation instru-
ments. Some ten years later Piazzi Smyth 
consulted him about suitable stone for 
the beacons on the main baseline being 
measured in the Darling district. His 
supervision was exemplary and his guid-
ance of the masons resulted in superior 
workmanship – no small achievement 
in a remote country. Today, nearly 200 
years later, the observatory stands firm 
as a testimony to his skill and that of the 
contractor, John Cannon.

When the observatory was nearly 
complete, the acting governor, Sir Richard 
Bourke, suggested to the Secretary for the 
Colonies that it would be advantageous 
to appoint Skirrow as Government Civil 
Engineer. Funding for the post (£500 per 
annum) would be available as Chisholm’s 
contract had been completed and he was 
entering private practice, so his salary 
would no longer be required. There was a 
delay in finalising the appointment, partly 
because Revelly had in the meantime been 
appointed to the post, and when he left, 
Whitehall decided to combine the jobs of 
Civil Engineer and Surveyor-General, for 
which latter position Skirrow was appar-
ently unsuited. Thus in April 1828 Skirrow 
assumed the post of “Assistant Architect 
and Inspector of Works and Buildings” in 
the Colony. His appointment was subject 
to his post being kept separate from the 
top job, but with the arrival of Major 
Charles Michell he became the de facto 
second in command of the engineering 
and architectural side of the department. 
Their offices were in the refurbished “Slave 
Lodge” at the top of Adderley Street. On 
the civil side there was an enormous 
amount of work to be done – assessing 
needs, producing estimates, motivating 
funds, and designing and constructing the 
works (if funds were forthcoming). Then 
there were some trivial jobs of political 
importance, like repairing the ballroom 
at Government House. There was just as 
much work for the survey department – a 
cadastral scheme to be planned and im-
plemented, surveyors to be examined and 
licensed, diagrams to be checked and a 

the main spring chamber constructed 
by chisholm
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system of land registration to be installed. 
For both groups an enormous amount 
of travelling was necessary. Michell had 
Skirrow and one clerk on the civil side, 
and a surveyor and a draughtsman in 
the S-G department. It was little wonder 
that the workload would eventually cause 
health problems.

Skirrow, a dyed-in-the-wool 
Englishman, had difficulty in getting along 
with his opposite number on the S-G’s side, 
Willem Hertzog, who was of Dutch de-
scent and somewhat suspicious of the new 
colonial masters, and it was left to Michell 
to knock some sense into them. Michell 
and Skirrow worked well together and were 
jointly responsible for several projects, 
including the reconstruction of the bridge 
over Jan Joubert’s Gat in the Franschhoek 
Pass, still in working condition today.

At the end of 1834 Michell left for the 
Eastern Cape to assist with the 6th Frontier 
War. At the same time there was a general 
reduction in government staff and Skirrow 
was given early retirement, although he 
did return for eighteen months in 1838 
to take charge of the department when 
Michell was on overseas leave. In the 
interim he practised as an architect and 
designed a number of private dwellings 
and some churches.

Skirrow’s most important work 
was the first St George’s Cathedral, 
modelled on St Martin’s-in-the-Fields 
and St Pancras churches in London. 

Construction took place between 1830 
and 1834. This became a landmark at the 
top of St Georges Street until the clock 
tower became unstable and the entire 
structure was demolished in the 1950s.

Skirrow died in Riversdale “prema-
turely aged” in 1846. Why he expired in 
this remote village is unknown – perhaps 
he was on his way to inspect Michell’s 
lovely Keur River Bridge at the foot of the 
Montagu Pass, then under construction. 
We do know that it was generally accepted 
that both he, Michell and Hertzog all 
went to early graves because of overwork. 
Maclear, writing to the authorities a few 
years later, pleaded for the separation of 
the Colonial Engineer’s post from that 
of the Surveyor-General, and mourned 
the loss of the industrious Michell and of 
Skirrow, “a superb engineering talent”.

The iconic bridge over the Lourens 
River in Somerset West is the centrepiece 
of the SAICE coat-of-arms. It is usu-
ally credited to Michell, but in fact the 
detail design was done by William Snell 
Chauncy. He was born in 1820 and during 
his pupillage worked on the design of 
the grandstand at Ascot Racecourse. At 
the age of twenty he and his young wife 
emigrated to Australia. The venture was 
not successful and the couple returned to 
England, but Mrs Chauncy gave birth to 
a daughter on board ship and the family 
stopped off at Cape Town. Michell was 
just beginning his great Highway to the 

East, and was no doubt very happy to 
employ a temporary engineer to assist 
him during that busy time. Chauncy and 
his family moved back to England in 1846, 
and eventually returned to Australia, 
where he was responsible for a number of 
important engineering works, including 
the first bridge across the Murray River.

These pioneer engineers are generally 
unsung, and it is fitting that they each 
have a product of their skill which has 
endured to remind us of their contribu-
tion to the development of South Africa.
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SALIM (SAM) AMOD
The SAICE Gold Medal was awarded to 
Sam Amod for his indispensable contribu-
tion as initiator, convenor and co-author 
of the three SAICE Infrastructure Report 
Cards on the state of South Africa’s public 
infrastructure.

Salim Amod, a “Kid from the Casbah 
District in Durban” as he calls himself, 
was born in 1958. A student activist, 
he graduated with a civil engineering 
degree from the University of Durban-
Westville in 1984, but his first job was as 
a structures draughtsman at a consulting 

engineering firm. He went on to achieve 
a GDE in structural engineering and a 
Master’s in Engineering (with distinction) 
from the University of the Witwatersrand 
in 1994. He studied airports and aviation 
systems design at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, and completed 
the Senior Executive Programme at 
Harvard Business School in 2003, as well 
as an Advanced Certificate in Dispute 
Resolution at the University of Pretoria. 

In 1994 Sam established the firm 
Development & Engineering Consultants 
(DEC), from which he retired in 2011 to 

focus his efforts on dispute resolution and 
voluntary work. 

He resolved to create an empathetic 
work environment, saying that civil engi-
neers should have more empathy and pas-
sion and not just a cold, scientific approach.

He has published on diverse subjects – 
from the lifting of heavy structures to 
the ecology of construction, as well as on 
ethics and conflict management. In 1999 
Sam received a CSIR Outstanding Achiever 
Award for contributions to construction 
industry development in South Africa. 

Sam is a Fellow of the South African 
Academy of Engineering and a Fellow of 
the Association of Arbitrators, and has 
served as mediator, adjudicator and arbi-
trator on some of the most iconic projects 
in southern Africa.

He played a central role in all three 
SAICE Infrastructure Report Cards 
for South Africa (2006, 2011 and 2017). 
When, in 2006, he stood up in an Imbizo 
where President Thabo Mbeki presided, 
waving the SAICE Report Card as a 
contribution to informed decision-
making, he was not only acknowledged 
by the President, but invited to engage – a 
breakthrough for the profession of civil 
engineering. Ever since, these reports 
have served as a proactive contribution 
to informed discussion on infrastructure 
and a shining example of the impact of 
volunteer engineering experts.

Sam Amod, who served as President 
of SAICE in 2006, was made an Honorary 
Fellow of the Institution in 2013. 

Awards of Appreciation
At the inauguration of SAICE’s 2018 President on 16 November last year, the Institution also bestowed 
its most prestigious awards on members who have, over a long time, contributed exceptionally to the 
profession through their dedication and passion for the cause. The prestige of these awards should not 
be underestimated – the Gold Medal has for example only been awarded 22 times since its inception in 
the early 1950s.

SAICE Gold Medals

sam Amod (left) and Prof kevin Wall (right), recipients of the Institution’s 
highest award – the sAIce Gold medal. their medals and supporting 

certificates were handed to them by errol kerst, sAIce President 2018



PROF KEVIN WALL 
Prof Kevin Wall was awarded the SAICE 
Gold Medal for his crucial contribution 
as co-author and, particularly, as leader of 
the research team for the 2006, 2011 and 
2017 SAICE Infrastructure Report Cards. 

Prof Wall, Extraordinary Professor 
at the University of Pretoria in the 
Department of Construction Economics, 
obtained a BSc (Eng) in 1967, an MSc 
(Eng) in 1977 and a PhD (Eng) in 
1983, and two Masters in Urban and 
Regional Planning (1971) and Industrial 
Administration (1979). Subsequently 
he added a GDE to his qualifications, 
as well as various other advanced 
certificates. 

He served as SAICE President in 2001, 
and was awarded a SAICE Honorary 
Fellowship in 2013. He is also a Fellow of 
the South African Academy of Engineers, 
a Fellow of the Institution of Civil 

Engineers (UK), and a Fellow/Member of 
various other professional bodies. 

Prof Wall has a host of awards to his 
credit. To mention a few: He is the only 
person who has received the SAICE Award 
for Meritorious Research twice. He is also a 
recipient of the esteemed CSIR JD Roberts 
Award (2012). A Fulbright scholarship ena-
bled him to spend a twelve-month period in 
the USA (1993/94) investigating water and 
sanitation provision and city management. 

Prior to joining the University of 
Pretoria, Prof Wall held various posi-
tions for some 15 years at the CSIR Built 
Environment. Positions before the 
CSIR included serving as Assistant City 
Engineer for the City of Cape Town, as 
Chief Executive of Cape Utility Homes, 
and as a Director of (the then) Ninham 
Shand Consulting Engineers. 

Prof Wall’s career afforded him sub-
stantive experience in civil engineering 

and town planning in low-income urban 
areas and forward planning for develop-
ment at metropolitan and regional scale.
The scope of his expertise included the 
development of a franchising model for 
the routine maintenance of municipal 
infrastructure. The model has sig-
nificant job creation potential for small 
entrepreneurs and workers, and can 
assist municipalities in meeting service 
delivery targets. 

He is a past chairman of the SAICE 
Western Cape Branch, SAICE Urban and 
Rural Development Division, and the 
Construction Alliance, as well as past 
Country Representative in South Africa 
of the Institution of Civil Engineers (UK). 

He has authored more than 300 
papers, book chapters and conference 
presentations, and serves on the edito-
rial boards / advisory panels of several 
refereed publications. 

DEON KRUGER
When he handed Deon Kruger the SAICE 2017 President’s 
Award, Sundran Naicker, SAICE’s 2017 President, said: 

“It is incredible how every tertiary institution that we visited 
throughout the year had a host of passionate, dedicated lecturers. 
If there is one thing that I am taking away from my year as 
President, it is that our civil education is in good hands.”

One of the lecturers who had impressed and inspired him, was 
Deon Kruger. “It was amazing to experience the passion and com-
mitment demonstrated by Deon for his students, only surpassed 
by their gratitude to him.”

Deon Kruger has spent more than 30 years at the University 
of Johannesburg educating civil engineering students, as well as 
mentoring the UJ-Civils Student Society. 

Deon, who is highly regarded in his field of polymer concrete, 
demonstrates incredible generosity in sharing his technical and 
managerial experience and expertise with colleagues and students 
alike. He believes strongly that education is about more than 
merely imparting facts to young minds. 

Indeed! Many a young engineering mind has been enriched 
through Deon’s selfless, hands-on approach, particularly during 
his annual student trips, often abroad, where he exposes engi-
neering students to fascinating structures, construction sites 
and other places of engineering interest. When organising these 
trips, Deon also makes sure that the UJ-Civils students are fully 
involved. A team builder par excellence, and certainly worthy of 
the President’s Award! 
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deon kruger (left), recipient of the 2017 sAIce President’s 
Award, and sundran Naicker, sAIce’s 2017 President

SAICE President’s Award



TRUEMAN GOBA
Trueman Goba has been made an 
Honorary Fellow of SAICE in recognition 
of his unequalled contribution to the 
engineering profession in South Africa. 
He opened up civil engineering at a time 
when it was virtually impossible for black 
people to study towards a degree in engi-
neering in South Africa.

Trueman was born in 1952 in 
Chesterville, Durban. In 1975 he obtained 
his diploma as a survey technician at 
Mmadikoti College in Seshego, the only 
engineering college in the country where 
black students could study, and then only 
technicians’ courses. To fulfil his ambition 
of becoming a civil engineer he obtained 
special permission to enrol at the 
University of Natal. He became the first 
black civil engineering graduate from that 
university, graduating with a BSc Eng in 
Civil Engineering in 1979. He also holds a 
Master’s degree in Civil Engineering from 
Cornell University in Ithaca, New York, 
awarded in 1986.

Together with Ebenezer Moahloli, 
Trueman formed Goba Moahloli and 
Associates Inc, which in 2001 merged 
with Keeve Steyn, the company that 
had mentored him as a young engi-
neer, forming GOBA (Pty) Ltd. This 
multi-disciplinary consulting engineering 
firm grew to a staff of more than 500 by 
2013 when it sold its business in a merger 

with global multi-disciplinary group 
Hatch Ltd, forming Hatch Goba (Pty) Ltd.

In 2002 Trueman served as SAICE’s 
first black President, and subsequently 
also as the President of the Engineering 
Council of South Africa, for two years 
until August 2009.

In 2010 Trueman was appointed by the 
State President as a Commissioner of the 
National Planning Commission, where 
he could add value from an engineer’s 
perspective. In October 2014 he was 
presented with the Lifetime Achievement 
Award for Excellence in Engineering at 
the inaugural South African Professional 
Services Awards (SAPSA). This was 
followed on 7 May 2015 in Ontario, 
Canada, by the McMaster University’s 
Faculty of Engineering Leadership Award, 
established to recognise an outstanding 
individual who has contributed exception-
ally to the engineering profession.

Through all of this Trueman has 
remained true to himself – humble and 
approachable. 

SAICE Honorary Fellows

DR HENDRIK KIRSTEN
Dr Hendrik Kirsten received an Honorary 
Fellowship from SAICE for his contribu-
tion to the civil engineering profession, 
with special reference to national stand-
ards, geotechnical and mining engineering, 
and tertiary education. He obtained a BSc 
in Civil Engineering from the University of 
the Witwatersrand in 1963, an MSc (Eng) 
in 1966 and a PhD (Eng) in 1986. He lec-
tured at Wits from 1967 to 1974, and has 
been consulting in geotechnics in civil and 
mining engineering for over 50 years. 

In 1974 he co-founded SRK Consulting 
with Dr Oskar Steffen and Dr Andy 
Robertson. SRK encapsulated his convic-
tion that consulting is a people business, 
and that personal relationships are para-
mount, fostering a culture of innovation 
and competition for excellence.  

Dr Kirsten published more than 90 
technical papers on research aspects of 
his projects, and consulted on some of 
the most intricate geotechnical and rock 
engineering projects in the country.

From the early 1980s he was involved 
in the development of the RAU (now 
the University of Johannesburg (UJ)) 
engineering faculty. During 2006 and 
2007 he served as special advisor and 
Professor of Civil Engineering at UJ in 
the Department of Civil Engineering 
Science and Technology, followed by a 
year as Executive Dean of the Faculty of 
Engineering and the Built Environment.  

Dr Kirsten’s academic mind paved 
the way for publishing Quality and Risk 
Management Implementation Guidelines for 
CESA (Consulting Engineers South Africa) 
and serving as convenor of the working 
group responsible for the revision of Part 4 
on Risk Management of the South African 
National Standard on the Development of 
Dolomite Land, SANS 1936:2012. 

He conceptualised the post-tensioned 
elastically supported ground beams to 
support the Gautrain over potential sink-
holes, and reviewed the risks of derail-
ment of the train and the adequacy of the 
associated containment provisions.

Dr Kirsten has received a number of 
medals and awards for peer-reviewed 
scientific papers from both SAICE and 
SAIMM (Southern African Institute of 
Mining and Metallurgy). In 2015 he was 
awarded the SAICE Geotechnical Gold 
Medal in recognition of his contribution 
to the advancement of geotechnical engi-
neering in South Africa. 
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DR ALLYSON LAWLESS
Allyson is an amazing, dynamic and 
driven civil engineer. In her career, 
spanning more than 40 years, she has 
changed direction several times and has 
nevertheless been extremely successful 
with whatever she has taken on.

Allyson obtained her BSc (Civil) 
from the University of Natal in 1973 
and went on to obtain an MSc (Struct 
Eng) from Imperial College in London 
in 1976. In 2009 Stellenbosch University 
awarded her a DEng for her research 
and contributions to civil engineering in 
South Africa.

After working for structural engi-
neering consultants in the UK, Windhoek 
and Johannesburg, she formed (in 1981) the 
well-known engineering software company 
Allyson Lawless (Pty) Ltd, which initially 
developed structural engineering software, 
and later marketed and supported a range 
of civil engineering software, including 
AllyCad, all of which are still widely used 
in the civil engineering sector.

In 2004 she became the Managing 
Director of SAICE PDP (SAICE’s not-for-
profit company that undertakes various 
capacity building initiatives). She is still at 
the helm of the company which focuses 
on training and skills development of 
engineering practitioners mainly in the 
public sector. She has developed vast 

amounts of course material, including 
the Road to Registration courses which 
have helped many a candidate engineer 
towards professional registration. 

She also authored the two well-known 
books – Numbers and Needs (2005), and 
Numbers and Needs in Local Government 
(2007). As a direct result of these books 
several public entities have adopted new 
strategies and programmes to upskill and 
professionalise their technical depart-
ments. Thousands of young engineers, 
technologists and technicians have in some 
way benefited from these programmes.

In 2006 Allyson received the SAICE 
Gold Medal for Meritorious Service. She 
also received the IT Personality of the 
Civil Engineering Century Award from 
SAICE during the Institution’s 2003 
centenary celebrations. 

Allyson, who was President of SAICE 
in 2000, is passionate about her profes-
sion and about our country. Her life of 
dedication to these two areas of interest is 
absolutely astounding! 

SEETELLA MAKHETHA
Seetella Makhetha was born in Qacha’s 
Nek in Lesotho. He received a scholar-
ship from the Commonwealth Fund for 
Technical Cooperation to study civil 
engineering in India, where he graduated 
from the University of Roorkee. He then 
read for his MSc in Civil Engineering 
at the University of Technology in 
Loughborough, in the UK, in 1985/6.

He subsequently worked for a number 
of institutions, including the World Bank 
sponsored Urban Development Project 
where he was involved with the develop-
ment, design and testing of the Ventilated 
Improved Pit latrine. Through his work 
he was also involved in a number of water 
and wastewater projects in South Africa 
and the SADC countries. 

After working as the Senior Engineer 
at Maseru Water Supply, he joined the 
then Department of Water Affairs and 
Forestry in Mafikeng, and later worked 
for Stewart Scott as a water engineer. In 
1992, Seetella and his wife Martha, who 

is also a civil engineer, started their own 
consulting company in Johannesburg. 
They have since moved their head office to 
Port Elizabeth. 

Seetella joined SAICE in 1989 and has 
served as Council member since 2000. 
He was chairman of the Membership 
Committee for some time, and continues 
to play a vital role in membership affairs. 
In 2011 he served as President of SAICE, 
introducing the now well-known Credo 
of the African Engineer. He was fondly 
known as SAICE’s “President of Ethics”, as 
his prime focus during his year of office 
was on integrity within the profession.

He has written a number of articles on 
water supply and sanitation for developing 
communities, and presented papers at na-
tional and international conferences, such 
as the World Water Conference, Water 
Engineering and Development Centre 
Conferences, and Africa San Conferences. 
Seetella is also active in ECSA’s com-
mittees dealing with the registration of 
professional engineers. 
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DR RON WATERMEYER
Dr Watermeyer, who was President of 
SAICE in 2004, was awarded an Honorary 
Fellowship of SAICE for his immense 
contribution to the profession, particu-
larly in the development of standards and 
procurement policies and practices.

Dr Watermeyer, born in 1956, 
graduated from the University of the 
Witwatersrand in 1978 and commenced 
his career with the South African 
Railways and Harbours (now Transnet). 
In 1988 he joined the firm Soderlund and 
Schutte and became a director in 1990. In 
2012 he founded the firm Infrastructure 
Options (Pty) Ltd. 

In 2009 the University of the 
Witwatersrand awarded him a Senior 
Doctorate for his published work, 
Contributions to the delivery of infrastruc-
ture for the advancement of a changing 
South African society. This degree recog-
nised the major impact that his work has 
had on the way in which housing and in-
frastructure is delivered in South Africa. 
His site classification system for housing 
developments is applied daily by mortgage 

lenders, housing authorities, builders 
and engineers. His work on procurement 
is applied in all public sector procure-
ment within the construction industry, 
while his innovative approaches to deal 
with the social and economic aspects of 

sustainable development are widely used 
on infrastructure projects. The systems 
and approaches that he has developed 
form the basis of many South African 
National Standards, as well as a series of 
International Standards on construction 
procurement. 

He has piloted the implementation of 
target contracts and framework agree-
ments within the public sector, which 
have the potential to fundamentally 
change infrastructure delivery. He has 
also led the development of procurement 
and delivery management systems for a 
number of South African public sector 
bodies and was intimately involved in the 
development of the National Treasury 
Standard for Infrastructure Procurement 
and Delivery Management.

Dr Watermeyer is a Fellow of both the 
Institution of Structural Engineers, and 
the Institution of Civil Engineers. He was 
awarded the IStructE Lewis Kent Award 
(2009) and the ICE International Medal 
(2010) from these institutions in recogni-
tion of his contributions to international 
engineering practice. 

PETER KLEYNHANS
Peter, who was President of SAICE 
in 2013, sadly passed away before 
the Honorary Fellowship could be 
bestowed on him, hence it was awarded 
posthumously.

He had ably served as chair of SAICE’s 
Finance and Administration Committee 
for a number of years. He also served on 
the committee of SAICE’s Environmental 
Engineering Division, the International 
Panel, and the Education and Training 
Committee. He was the Director of 
SAICE (Pty) Ltd, which was established 
to accommodate activities that generate 
non-member revenue for SAICE. 

Peter was awarded the SAICE 
President’s Award in 2002 for his contri-
bution to SAICE and to the profession, 
as well as the SAICE President’s Special 
Award for meritorious service in 2010. 

Peter was a Professional Civil 
Engineer, a Professional Construction 
Project Manager, a Professional Planner, 
a Chartered Engineer and a Chartered 
Planner. 

He started his career as the Deputy 
Town Engineer of a small town where 
he gained experience in the design and 

construction of municipal services, town 
planning, development control, housing, 
and the management of municipal assets 
and staff.

In the mid-1980s he established an 
Urban and Rural Development Division 
at Stewart Scott International (subse-
quently SSI Engineers, and now Royal 
HaskoningDHV) to address specific 
issues pertaining to the interrelationship 
between engineering, planning, physical 
infrastructure, beneficiary needs and 
other development requirements. In 1992 
he became the Managing Director of SSI’s 
Development Division with its activities 
internationally, and held that position 
for some seven years. He then became 
the Managing Director of SSI’s Water 
Division for a further five years. At the 
end of that period he stepped aside to pro-
vide the opportunity for a younger person 
to take over the position.

Peter contributed thousands of hours 
of his time to assist with the growth 
and smooth running of the Institution, 
particularly within SAICE’s Finance and 
Administration Committee, where his 
incredible knowledge of Institutional af-
fairs was greatly valued. 
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How did you come about choosing 
environmental engineering as a profession?
I was doing my final year of high 
school (Glenhaven Secondary School 
in KZN) and considering my choices. 
That year, as fortune would have it, Prof 
Marjanovic from the University of the 
Witwatersrand had come to give a talk 
on Environmental Engineering, and 
WITS was offering two students from 
our school a bursary to study. The idea 
appealed to me, but I wanted to know 
more. I then met Manglin Pillay (SAICE’s 
current CEO), who was in his final year 
at WITS. Manglin and Prof Marjanovic 

sold me on the course. It was the best 
decision I have ever made.

What does environmental engineering entail?
Environmental engineering is the design 
and application of engineering that best 
suits the environment, accounts for social 
impacts and is sustainable. Environmental 
engineers use principles of engineering 
to develop solutions to challenging 
and complex environmental problems. 
Environmental engineering overlaps with 
various other fields of engineering, and is 
in fact a mindset. We make choices at each 
stage to use environmentally friendly mate-
rial, reduce energy consumption, choose 
different equipment, use less intrusive con-
struction methodology, etc. Environmental 
engineering is a choice, a desire to do 
better and to constantly improve upon 
traditional engineering, and then act on it.

What are the essential skills that are needed 
for a career in environmental engineering?
Many people will say that you need to be 
gifted in mathematics and science, and this 
is true, but the most essential skills to be 
any kind of engineer are perseverance and 
passion. Intelligence will take you so far, 
but having passion for what you do and the 
discipline to work hard will ensure that you 
are successful. Environmental engineers 
are driven to improve quality of life by 
creating, designing and implementing 
sustainable infrastructure.

Tell us about some of the projects that you 
have worked on during your career.
This month, January 2018, I have been 
working for ten years, and I have been 

privileged to work on large multi-
disciplinary projects in the water sector. 
I worked for the Department of Water 
Affairs and Sanitation for eight years. 
The one project that stands out is the 
Mooi-Mgeni Transfer Scheme Phase 2, 
where I was involved first in the planning 
phase and later in the construction phase. 
The construction of Spring Grove Dam 
and its appurtenant works was a huge 
engineering project. I worked there as the 
resident engineer at the fish barrier site 
and as an inspector of works on the em-
bankment roads. The learning curve from 
being a desk engineer to being on site is 
steep, but I enjoyed being part of a team 
and watching the design come to life.

Other projects I have worked on 
include the Johannesburg Botanical 
Gardens Upgrades, Pikitup’s Rehabiltation 
and End Use Plans for all landfills in 
Johannesburg, the Kelland Wetland 
Rehabilitation Project, and the Westbury 
Housing Refurbishment Project. Each of 
these projects offered its own challenges 
and lessons.

What have been some of the greatest 
achievements of your career?
Working on the Kelland Wetland 
Rehabilitation Project has been a 
highlight for me. I think the greatest 
achievement was when I challenged 
my colleagues and peers on a design. I 
refused to implement this design as I 
believed it would be detrimental to the 
area we were trying to rehabilitate. After 
many late nights, consultation and meet-
ings I managed to convince them to re-
design. My new design, with assistance 

SEED – changing the 
engineering environment
The SAICE Environmental Engineering Division (SEED) is the champion of environmental sustainability 
and innovation. Established in 1991, the Division has maintained a steady growth rate over the years. In 
this article Salona Moodley, SEED chairperson for 2018, responds to some questions about her career 
path and the plans that the Division has for this year.

salona moodley 
Bsc civil engineering 

chairperson seed 2018
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from my professor, is currently under 
construction.

What are some of the objectives and 
goals that you have set for SEED for the 
upcoming year?
The major objective of SEED is to create 
awareness and understanding of envi-
ronmental engineering. As chairperson I 
will strive to ensure this by targeting the 
youth and industries alike. The aim is to 
change the mindset of individuals in the 
engineering field and prospective students 
to pursue careers in this field. The world is 
ever-changing, and we must change, too, 
to meet its demands. 

What are the overall responsibilities of the 
committee and what does the committee 
offer its members?
The responsibility that each of SAICE’s 
technical divisions has is to create oppor-
tunities of learning and networking for its 
members. We achieve this by organising 
events, running courses or conferences, 
offering talks on current topics and 
hosting awards to promote innovation 

in our respective divisions. In this spirit 
SEED’s members can look forward to a 
host of events, lectures and talks in the 
coming months. 

What are your comments on being a 
woman in the civil engineering industry?
I started off as a quiet, soft-spoken female 
in the industry, and that is far from the 
outspoken woman I am today. To succeed 
in this male-dominated industry you need 
to stand your ground, and be heard. Make 
your mark and never let there be doubt 
that you are not just capable, but better 
than the rest.

What advice do you have for high school 
learners who are considering a career in 
civil engineering?
I would tell them that, while pursuing 
their studies, there will be many times 
when they will feel like quitting, but they 
should not. Civil engineering is not for the 
faint-hearted. One needs to be disciplined 
to prioritise one’s studies above social 
activities. It’s okay to fail courses, but 
the important thing is to pick oneself 

up and keep going. It is a rewarding 
career, indeed.

What is your favourite quotation?
“What counts in life is not the mere fact 
that we have lived. It is what difference we 
have made to the lives of others that will 
determine the significance of the life we 
lead.” Nelson Mandela.

What are you currently reading?
The Presidents Keepers. I love reading, and 
read on average 20 books a year.

What do you do in your free time?
I am passionate about many causes, 
and spend a good portion of my time 
volunteering to educate the youth (career 
guidance), and donating to a number of 
organisations, such as Cotlands, children’s 
homes, orphanages and schools for the 
under-privileged.

debbie besseling 

SAICE Technical Divisions Administrator
debbie@saice�org�za

www.theconcreteinstitute.org.za
+27 11 315 0300

KEY NUMBER 4506 C2 150x220

Need advice on your concrete? Our technical experts are available 
for consultation throughout Southern Africa. 
Discuss concrete with us.

We are there when you consult



A profile on Simon Mqamelo (who was the 
chairman of the SAICE Transkei Branch for 
many years, and who received the SAICE 
President’s Award in 2013) appeared in Civil 
Engineering in October 2013 (pp 13–18)� A 
few excerpts from that article offer some 
background to the poem that his wife has 
crafted so eloquently:

In 2001 the HHO Africa-Camdekon 
Joint Venture was commissioned by the 
Department of Roads and Transport to con-
struct a road between Ugie and Langeni� 
This nine-year project tested the engineers, 
botanists, environmentalists and contrac-
tors to breaking point� It certainly takes guts 
when you are facing 600 metre drops down 
the escarpment, traversing rugged terrain 
of indigenous forest and environmentally 
sensitive areas, seven hours of travelling 
time to cover eight kilometres of road, and 
contractors pulling out when faced with the 
terrain and working conditions� 

Simon came on board as the conceptual 
designer and compiled the concept busi-
ness plan for funding purposes� When 
funding was approved he became part of 
the design team, and later the site supervi-
sion team� 

The 90 km road from Ugie to Langeni 
[which took four years to plan and five years 
to construct] was initially petitioned for 
by the local community arising from the 
need for a more direct route (rather than 
the 250 km round trip) for easy access to 
other districts� One of the most important 
components of this project was the em-
powerment the community received� 

Simon remembers walking with his 
mother to collect wood along the footpaths 
and cows’ tracks – the same route the road 
now follows� Of the four alternative routes 
considered during the feasibility study, the 
one chosen ran along some of the cattle 
tracks he used to walk, testifying to the 

“wisdom” of these paths when at one time 
designers were stumped as to how to build 
a road through a thick indigenous forest�

During construction, some access roads 
were so treacherous that rigs had to be dis-
sembled to be transported to location and 
then assembled again� 

Simon was greatly influential in com-
mandeering community support� As an 
engineer and local community man he 
was able to address concerns from the 
com munity perspective, as well as from a 
technical perspective� 

The surveyor hired local donkeys to 
transport construction material where the 
terrain was so rugged and steep it was inac-
cessible by modern methods� 

A 240 m viaduct had to be built over 
a forest of protected indigenous trees at 
a height of a 12-storey building� Botanists 
were called in to do an inventory of many of 
the plants, some over 1 000 years old� 

I wrote this poem after ten years of 
driving on this mountain with Simon, 
who never fails to extol its beauties. It 
is the road he loves. He was the first 
engineer to consider bringing a road to 
the mountain which separates Mthatha, 
where we live, from his home village, 
Enkalweni, where his heart is. 

Building the road was a long and 
arduous process, both physically and emo-
tionally, for all who took up the challenge 
of building it. Now it stands, a testimony 
to the determination of engineers who 
refused to give up. From the first Simon 
felt that this road was his child.

He raves about the road. He points out 
its design features again and again. His 
children have grown up knowing that this 

road is it. We know every curve, every 
material, every process that went into 
planning, drilling, blasting and surfacing. 
How the gabions were made; how steel 
pins were injected to stabilise the earth; 
how the drilling rig nearly fell off a cliff, 
dragging its operator with it; how they 
triumphed in the end.

We were approaching the mountain 
at twilight one evening, and once again 
Simon was waxing poetic about the road. 
His words inspired this poem. 

Jane Mqamelo

Poem: Langeni Escarpment

Access to the outside world used to be by 
cattle track and footpath only
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Viaduct across an indigenous forest,  
where some trees are over a thousand years old
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It is wonderful how you take the past with 
you into the future, and how it also influ-
ences the present. Without the past there 
is indeed no present. This is stating the 
obvious, I know, but sometimes it is such 
a happy occasion when, while reminiscing 
about the good times, and rummaging 
through drawers, you stumble upon the 
phone number of an old friend or col-
league who you had worked with many 
years ago. 

In this manner I discovered the phone 
number of Dr Eddie Otte, a civil engineer 
who I worked with many years ago, and 
who I found out is also retired, although 
his name is still on a list of specialist 
engineers who serve as arbitrators.

I thought perhaps this number is still 
valid, so I took a chance and phoned him to 
say hello. When a man answered I started 
talking to him without identifying myself, 
merely telling him that we had worked 
together many years ago. Of course he 
was interested, and he sounded pleasantly 
surprised when he heard who I was. 

 We had a lovely conversation about 
those years. He for example reminded me 
of a project which we had been involved 
in long ago, and how that experience had 
influenced his life, and how he always told 
people about it. I would have preferred 
that Eddie tell you the story himself, but 
in the meantime I will tell you so that I 
don’t forget it.

Sometime in the late 70s or early 80s 
we designed infrastructure (reservoirs and 
pipe networks) for the Kwa-Ndebele area 
northeast of Pretoria. It was, however, an 
extremely dry year in an area with no sig-
nificant natural water resources to sustain 
a large, heavily populated area. 

 I discovered that there was a farm 
close-by with a very strong borehole yield, 

so I negotiated with the farmer to sell his 
water to the then responsible government 
department so that the community could 
have water.

The borehole was situated a few kilo-
metres from the nearest reservoir in the 
new development, so we had to construct 
a water supply line from the farm to that 
reservoir. However, it was already late in 
December and close to Christmas.

We appointed a contractor to provide 
and install a pump system at the borehole, 
and a long water supply line.

As there was no time to dig a trench, 
we decided to lay the pipeline on top of 
the ground, fixing it with stakes driven 
into the ground next to the pipe and 
securing it with bloudraad. Most of the 
work was done by unskilled labourers 
from the local community.

But then, right at the last moment, the 
contractor stopped working and went on 
his Christmas vacation, leaving the work 
unfinished and a large community with 
no water over the holiday season.

So we were sitting with a pump set 
without the piping and equipment that 
go with it, and no supplier where we 
could buy the special pipe pieces, nor a 
contractor to put it all together so that 
we could pump the precious water to 
the community.

I contacted various people and eventu-
ally found the pipe pieces and the neces-
sary equipment. My son (still a school 
boy at the time) and I started welding and 
assembling what was necessary at home, 
and the next morning early we were on 
the farm. We fixed the pump system and 
prepared it for start-up.

However, the piping at the end of the 
pipe line at the reservoir still had to be 
completed, which required welding, but 

there were no welders or welding equip-
ment. Fortunately the contractor had left 
behind a gas welding set, but no welding 
rods. As luck would have it, we had a roll 
of bloudraad which we then cut and used 
for welding rods. While we were welding, 
we experienced a splutter of galvanising 
from the bloudraad every now and then, 
and the welding was not the best I have 
ever done, but the pipe had a bend and the 
pump could be started.

The pump worked, and the water was 
flowing! The water had to be pumped a 
long distance, though, and Eddie became 
concerned, because no water was coming 
out the other end. According to Eddie, I 
then apparently calmed him down and 
told him to just wait, as the water would 
eventually arrive at the other end. We 
then monitored the progress of the water 
by feeling the temperature of the pipe 
every now and then.

Just as the sun was setting, the water 
flowed out of the pipe – a 150 mm dia-
meter stream of water. It was Christmas 
Eve and we went home to our families, 
knowing that the Kwa-Ndebele people 
had WATER.

 Our telephone conversation was 
drawing to a close, so we exchanged a few 
last pleasantries. He told me that he was 
past 70, and I told him that I am pushing 
82 and that I was still working.

 I am often asked when I will stop 
working. I will stop when the past, the 
present and the future come together in 
one glorious moment here on earth, and I 
go to a place where there is no thirst and 
no shortage of WATER.

Vollie Brink Pr Eng

volliebrink@gmail�com

L e t t er

The past, the present and the future
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Course name Course dates location CPd Accreditation 
number Course Presenter Contact

Adjudication and Arbitration: 
How to deal with Challenges to 
Jurisdiction

19 June 2018 Cape Town

Pending Hubert Thompson dawn@saice�org�za24 July 2018 Midrand

28 August 2018 Durban

GCC of Subcontract for 
Construction Works: 
FirstEdition 2018

2 March 2018 Durban

SAICEcon18/02254/21 Benti Czanik dawn@saice�org�za

7 March 2018 Pietermaritzburg

16 May 2018 East London

25 May 2018 Nelspruit

17 August 2018 Cape Town

22 August 2018 Port Elizabeth

7 September 2018 Midrand

14 September 2018 Pretoria

GCC 2015 – 3rd Edition

8–9 March 2018 Durban

SAICEcon16/01869/19 Benti Czanik cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

15–16 March 2018 Pietermaritzburg

19–20 April 2018 Cape Town

7–8 May 2018 East London

10–11 May 2018 Port Elizabeth

4–5 June 2018 Bloemfontein

7–8 June 2018 Kimberley

14–15 June 2018 Polokwane

30–31 July 2018 Nelspruit

30–31 August 2018 Pretoria

20–21 September 2018 Midrand

GCC 2015 and GCC 2010 
Differences

13 March 2018 Midrand

SAICEcon16/01890/19 Benti Czanik dawn@saice�org�za23 July 2018 Cape Town

19 November 2018 Durban

Project Management of 
Construction Projects 18–19 October 2018 George SAICEcon15/01754/18 Neville Gurry cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

Structural Steel Design to 
SANS 10162-1-2005

22 May 2018 Midrand

SAICEstr15/01726/18 Greg Parrott cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

19 June 2018 Durban

17 July 2018 Cape Town

21 August 2018 Bloemfontein

25 September 2018 Midrand

Reinforced Concrete Design to 
SANS 10100-1-2000

23 May 2018 Midrand

SAICEstr15/01727/18 Greg Parrott cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

20 June 2018 Durban

18 July 2018 Cape Town

22 August 2018 Bloemfontein

26 September 2018 Midrand

Practical Geometric Design 5–9 November 2018 Midrand SAICEtr16/01954/19 Tom McKune dawn@saice�org�za

Business Finances for Built 
Environment Professionals

15–16 March 2018 Cape Town

SAICEfin15/01617/18 Wolf Weidemann dawn@saice�org�za

7–8 June 2018 Midrand

28–29 June 2018 Port Elizabeth

16–17 August 2018 Durban

4–5 October 2018 Cape Town

8–9 November 2018 Midrand

Handling Projects in a Consulting 
Engineer’s Practice

4–5 June 2018 Midrand
SAICEproj15/01618/18 Wolf Weidemann dawn@saice�org�za

5–6 November 2018 Midrand

sAiCe Training Calendar 2018
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Course name Course dates location CPd Accreditation 
number Course Presenter Contact

Leadership and Management 
Principles and Practice in 
Engineering

7–8 November 2018 Midrand SAICEbus15/01784/18 David Ramsay dawn@saice�org�za

Leadership and Project 
Management in Engineering

16–17 May 2018 Midrand

SAICEbus16/01950/19 David Ramsay dawn@saice�org�za15–16 August 2018 Durban

29–30 August 2018 Cape Town

Water Law of South Africa
14–15 August 2018 Midrand

SAICEwat16/01955/19 Hubert Thompson dawn@saice�org�za
11–12 September 2018 Cape Town

The Legal Process dealing with 
Construction Disputes

17–18 April 2018 Cape Town

SAICEcon16/01956/19 Hubert Thompson dawn@saice�org�za

8–9 May 2018 East London

15–16 May 2018 Durban

5–6 June 2018 Midrand

18–19 September 2018 Bloemfontein

Earthmoving Equipment, 
Technology and Management 
for Civil Engineering and 
Infrastructure Projects

20–22 June 2018 Durban
SAICEcon15/01840/18 Prof Zvi Borowitsh dawn@saice�org�za

24–26 October 2018 Midrand

Sanitary Drainage Systems for 
Buildings TBC TBC SAICEwat15/01957/18 Vollie Brink dawn@saice�org�za

Concrete for Contractors 
Consultants 13–14 August 2018 Midrand SAICEcon15/01755/18 Bruce Raath cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

Durability and Repairs of 
Concrete Structures 14–15 June 2018 Midrand SAICEcon15/01757/18 Bruce Raath cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

Legal Liability Occupational 
Health and Safety Act (OHSA)

23 April 2018 Cape Town

SAICEcon17/02038/20 Cecil Townsend Naude dawn@saice�org�za

30 May 2018 Port Elizabeth

27 June 2018 East London

25 July 2018 Durban

29 August 2018 Pretoria

26 September 2018 Bloemfontein

31 October 2018 Polokwane

Construction Regulations from a 
Legal Perspective

24–25 April 2018 Cape Town

SAICEcon17/02037/20 Cecil Townsend Naude cheryl-lee@saice�org�za

31 May – 1 June 2018 Port Eilzabeth

28–29 June 2018 East London

26–27 July 2018 Nelspruit

30–31 August 2018 Pretoria

27–28 September 2018 Bloemfontein

1–2 November 2018 Polokwane

Principles and Practices of Facility 
Management for Engineers TBC TBC SAICEbus17/02042/20

Wynand Dreyer / 
Lwandiso Mgwetyana /  
Shane Verster

dawn@saice�org�za

sAiCe / south African Road Federation (sARF)
Asphalt: An Overview of Best 
Practice

14–15 March 2018 Durban SAICEtr15/01806/18
SARF15/5001/18 J Onraet sybul@sarf�org�za /  

tshidi@sarf�org�za18–19 April 2018 Cape Town

Assessment and Analysis of Test 
Data

19–20 March 2018 Gauteng SAICEtr15/01805/18
SARF14/0001/17 R Berkers sybul@sarf�org�za /  

tshidi@sarf�org�za10-11 July 2018 Port Elizabeth

Concrete Road Design and 
Construction

18 July  2018 Cape Town
SAICEtr15/01802/18
CSSA-N-2013-08 B Perrie, Dr P Strauss sybul@sarf�org�za /  

tshidi@sarf�org�za22 August 2018 Durban

18 September 2018 Midrand

Construction of G1 Bases 27 March 2018 Gauteng  SAICEtr15/01809/18
SARF14/9103/17 E Kleyn sybul@sarf�org�za /  

tshidi@sarf�org�za

sAiCe Training Calendar 2018
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Course name Course dates location CPd Accreditation 
number Course Presenter Contact

Stormwater Drainage TBC TBC SAICEtr15/01808/18
SARF12/0107/15

C Brooker, Matt Braune,  
Alaster Goyns

sybul@sarf�org�za /  
tshidi@sarf�org�za

Traffic Signals Design and 
Optimisation – with special 
empahsis on BRT

14–15 March Port Elizabeth SAICEtr15/01803/18
SARF14BRT09/17 Dr John Sampson sybul@sarf�org�za /  

tshidi@sarf�org�za

sAiCe / Mentoring 4 success
1 Day Workshop – Foundations 
in Structured Mentoring in the 
Workplace

TBC TBC SAICEbus16/01894/19 Philip Marsh /  
Celestine Jeftha

info@m4s�co�za
011 958 0619
www�mentoring4success�co�za

Mentors Masterclass in 
Engineering and Construction TBC TBC SAICEcon17/02128/20 Philip Marsh /  

Celestine Jeftha

info@m4s�co�za
011 958 0619
www�mentoring4success�co�za

sAiCe / Computational hydraulics int (Chi)
Surface Water and Integrated 
1D-2D Modelling with EPA 
SWMM5 and PCSWMM – 1 Day

10 April 2018 Durban

SAICEwat17/02197/20
Chris Brooker /  
Onno Fortuin /  
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater�com4 September 2018 Cape Town

25 October 2018 Johannesburg

Surface Water and Integrated 
1D-2D Modelling with EPA 
SWMM5 and PCSWMM – 2 Days

10–11 April 2018 Durban

SAICEwat17/02198/20
Chris Brooker /  
Onno Fortuin /  
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater�com4–5 September 2018 Cape Town

23–24 October 2018 Johannesburg

Surface Water and Integrated 
1D-2D Modelling with EPA 
SWMM5 and PCSWMM – 3 Days

10–12 April 2018 Durban

SAICEwat17/02199/20
Chris Brooker /  
Onno Fortuin /  
Robert Fortuin

Meghan Korman
meghan@chiwater�com4–6 September 2018 Cape Town

23–25 October 2018 Johannesburg

 Candidate Academy
Road to Registration for 
Candidate Engineers, 
Technologists and Technicians

17 May 2018 Midrand

CESA-861-05/2019 Dr Allyson Lawless lizelle@ally�co�za14 August 2018 Durban

11 September 2018 Midrand

Road to Registration for Mature 
Candidates

17 April 2018 Cape Town

CESA-948-11/2019
Peter Coetzee / 
Stewart Gibson

lizelle@ally�co�za

24 April 2018 Midrand

30 May 2018 Durban

26 July 2018 Midrand

13 November 2018 Durban

22 November 2018 Midrand

Getting Acquainted with 
Geosynthetics in Soil 
Reinforcement

7–9 March 2018 Durban SAICEgeo18/02216/21 
SACNASP 
2017-0035-000046

Edoardo Zannoni lizelle@ally�co�za
6–8 June 2018 Midrand

Pressure Pipeline and 
Pump Station Design and 
Specification – a Practical 
Overview

26–27 March 2018 Port Elizabeth

CESA-872-05/2019 Dup van Renen lizelle@ally�co�za
14–15 May 2018 Midrand

11–12 June 2018 Durban

17–18 September 2018 Cape Town

Getting Acquainted with Road 
Construction and Maintenance 

9–10 April 2018 Midrand
CESA-870-05/2019 Theuns Eloff lizelle@ally�co�za

29–30 November 2018 Midrand

Road to Registration for Mentors, 
Supervisors and HR Practitioners

23 May 2018 Midrand
CESA-862-05/2019 Dr Allyson Lawless lizelle@ally�co�za

15 August 2018 Durban

Getting Acquainted with Sewer 
Design

18–19 June 2018 Midrand

CESA-871-05/2019 Peter Coetzee lizelle@ally�co�za12–13 September 2018 Durban

19–20 November 2018 Cape Town

sAiCe / south African Road Federation (sARF)
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Course name Course dates location CPd Accreditation 
number Course Presenter Contact

Getting Acquainted with Basic 
Contract Administration and 
Quality Control

20–21 August 2018 Midrand CESA-864-05/2019 Theuns Eloff lizelle@ally�co�za

Getting Acquainted with General 
Conditions of Contract for 
Construction Works (GCC2015)

17–18 September 2018 Durban
CESA-873-05/2019 Theuns Eloff lizelle@ally�co�za

15–16 October 2018 Midrand

Getting Acquainted with Water 
Resource Management

22–23 August 2018 Midrand TBC Stephen Mallory lizelle@ally�co�za

Getting Acquainted with Urban 
Water Management

10–11 May 2018 Midrand
TBC Peter Coetzee lizelle@ally�co�za

19–20 September 2018 Durban

In‑house courses are available. to arrange, please contact:  
cheryl‑Lee Williams (cheryl‑lee@saice.org.za) or dawn hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.

for candidate Academy in‑house courses, please contact: 
dawn hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947 or Lizélle du Preez (lizelle@ally.co.za) on 011 476 4100.

 Candidate Academy

If you would like to discuss any topics that you feel are relevant to sAIce members,  
scan the Qr code alongside to access sAIce’s blog.

Civillain by Jonah Ptak
For more engineering humour, please visit “Unreal Bridges” on Facebook and “@TheUnrealBridge” on Twitter�
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CPD Geosynthetics

INVITATION
OPEN

Keep up to date with the latest technical and regulatory information 
on geosynthetics and earn CPD Points.

The Kaytech Geosynthetics Online Lecture Series gives you 7 lectures 
to complete online, at your own convenience. These accredited CPD 
lectures are supplied to you at no charge, with our compliments.

Register now at www.kaytech.co.za/CPD

• Each lecture is in 15 – 20 minute segments
• 0.1 CPD points per lecture
• Accredited by SAICE

Accredited CPD
Any time, any place!

www.kaytech.co.za

3961_kaytech_CPD_ad_297x210_6.indd   1 2016/10/18   10:54 AM
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